Top Destinations in Russia and
Neighboring Countries for 2021
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There is hardly a country
in the world where such
a variety of scenery and
vegetation can be found.
On the vast territory of the
country there is a variety
of climate, from arctic in
the north to subtropical in
the south. Russia attracts many
tourists not only due to its
great history and culture,
but also because of
changeable seasons. There are
4 seasons of the year in Russia,
each has its own charm and
attraction. In fact visiting the
same city in summer and in
winter is often like visiting
two different cities. But Russia
is a northern country and so
winter tourism is also well
developed and the country
offers a wide range of winter
sports as well as a wide range
of winter destinations for
making sightseeing programs.
We have prepared for you an
overview of some of the most
interesting destinations
in Russia.
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Moscow and St. Petersburg —
two major Russian cities

City that never sleeps, the third Rome, the place that does enjoy
diversity, the capital of Russia — Moscow. Moscow is the largest city
of Russia with almost 15 million inhabitants. Today Moscow is not only
the political center of Russia, but also the country’s leading city in
population, in industrial output, in cultural, scientific, and educational
importance. There is so much waiting for you in the city of Moscow.
There is a lot of museums, theatres and educational institutions in
Moscow. Apart from the historical and cultural places, there are many
entertainment places in Moscow: restaurants, cinemas, nightclubs etc.
St. Petersburg is called in different ways — Northern Venice, North
Palmira, North Aurora. But none of these names can fully express
elegance, unique charm and originality of this city. St. Petersburg
is marvelous ensemble, consisting of beautiful suburban palaces,
mansions and wonderful parks. City has the highest number of canals
and bridges in Russia of which more than 35 of them belonging to the
world heritage of UNESCO.
St. Petersburg is a great place to visit all year round and a visit to the
cultural capital of Russia in winter has many advantages over a visit
in summer when the city is packed with tourists. In the winter you can
calmly walk around museums, galleries, palaces and exhibitions without
having to push through crowds of people. Hotel prices are also a lot
cheaper in winter.
Spectrum DMC • Tel.: +7 (495) 99-58-999 • www.spectrum-russia.com
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Moscow — Saint-Petersburg (Classic)
7 days /6 nights
Day 1.
Moscow

Arrival in Moscow. Meet with guide. Transfer to the hotel. Check in.
Dinner — on request (not included).

Day 2.
Moscow

Breakfast. Moscow city tour (3 hours). Includes all main highlights of Russian
capital. Our professional guide will tell you about the history, culture and
sights of Moscow. You will see St. Basil cathedral, the State Historical
Museum, the grandiose Cathedral of Christ the Saviour; New Maiden
Convent with its cemetery where most celebrated people are buried.
You will be shown the panoramic view of all Moscow at Sparrow hills,
Poklonnaya Hill, Kutuzosky Avenue and New Arbat Street.
Lunch in the city (included).
Kremlin territory with one Cathedral; Armory Chamber (for supplement).
Dinner — on request (not included).

Day 3.
Moscow

Breakfast. Excursion to Tretiakov Gallery/Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts.
Lunch in the city. Arbat Street walking tour, including Moscow Metro.
Optional — Radisson River Cruise. Dinner — on request (not included).

Day 4.
Moscow/
St.Petersburg

Breakfast. Check out. Transfer to the rail way station. Departure to St. Petersburg by Sapsan train (4 hours). Arrival in St.Petersburg. Meeting with guide.
Lunch in the city.
City tour including visit to Peter and Paul’s Fortress.

Day 5.
St. Petersburg

Breakfast. Excursion to Hermitage.
Lunch in the city.
Free time.

Day 6.
St. Petersburg

Breakfast. Excursion to Petergof (Grand Palace and Park).
Lunch in the city.
Free time.

Day 7.
St. Petersburg

Breakfast. Check out. Pushkin (Palace &Park).
Lunch in the city.
Free time. Transfer to the airport/railway station.

Package includes:
� Accommodation in 3—4* Hotel
		 on TWIN/DBL sharing rooms with
		 breakfast.
� European Speaking Guide.
� 6 Lunches.
� A/con Minibus/Bus for Transfers
		 and Excursions according
		 to program.
� All visits and entrance fees in
		 MOW and SPB.
� Sapsan Speed train tickets
		 (economy class)

Tour Price per person in Euro/USD
(LOW SEASON — April—May—June, September—November 2021)
Hotel

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

«Cosmos» 3*/similar (MOW); «Ibis», «Kraft» 3*/similar (SPB)

905/1090

760/915

705/850

715/860

150/180

«Holiday Inn Sushevsky» 4*/similar (MOW); «Holiday Inn
Moskovskie Vorota» 4*/similar (SPB)

950/ 1140

800/965

750/900

755/910

190/230

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

«Cosmos» 3*/similar (MOW); «Ibis», «Kraft» 3*/similar (SPB)

950/1145

800/960

740/890

750/900

165/200

«Holiday Inn Sushevsky» 4*/similar (MOW); «Holiday Inn
Moskovskie Vorota» 4*/similar (SPB)

990/1195

830/995

790/950

800/960

205/250

Tour Price per person in Euro/USD
(HIGH SEASON — July—August 2021)
Hotel

Moscow — Saint-Petersburg (Light)
6 days /5 nights
Day 1.
Moscow

Arrival in Moscow. Meet with guide. Transfer to the hotel. Check in.
Dinner — on request (not included).

Day 2.
Moscow

Breakfast. Moscow city tour (3 hours). Includes all main highlights of Russian
capital. Our professional guide will tell you about the history, culture and
sights of Moscow. You will see St. Basil cathedral, the State Historical
Museum, the grandiose Cathedral of Christ the Saviour; New Maiden
Convent with its cemetery where most celebrated people are buried.
You will be shown the panoramic view of all Moscow at Sparrow hills,
Poklonnaya Hill, Kutuzosky Avenue and New Arbat Street.
Lunch in the city (included).
Kremlin territory with one Cathedral; Armory Chamber (for supplement).
Dinner — on request (not included).

Day 3.
Moscow/
St. Petersburg

Breakfast. Check out. Transfer to the rail way station. Departure
to St. Petersburg by Sapsan train (4 hours). Arrival in St. Petersburg.
Meeting with guide. Lunch in the city.
City tour including visit to Peter and Paul’s Fortress.

Day 4.
St. Petersburg

Breakfast. Excursion to Hermitage. Free time.
Optional — Pushkin (Palace & Park).

Day 5.
St. Petersburg

Breakfast.
Excursion to Petergof (Grand Palace & Park).
Free time.

Day 6.
St. Petersburg

Breakfast. Check out.
Transfer to the airport/railway station.

Package includes:
� Accommodation in 3—4* Hotel
		 on TWIN/DBL sharing rooms with
		 breakfast.
� European Speaking Guide.
� 2 Lunches.
� A/con Minibus/Bus for Transfers
		 and Excursions according
		 to program.
� All visits and entrance fees
		 in MOW and SPB.
� Sapsan Speed train tickets
		 (economy class)

Tour Price per person in Euro/USD
(LOW SEASON — April—May, September—November 2021)
Hotel

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

«Cosmos» 3*/similar (MOW); «Ibis», «Kraft» 3*/similar (SPB)

730/880

625/750

590/705

580/700

125/150

«Holiday Inn Sushevsky» 4*/similar (MOW); «Holiday Inn
Moskovskie Vorota» 4*/similar (SPB)

765/ 920

660/790

620/745

625/740

150/180

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

«Cosmos» 3*/similar (MOW); «Ibis», «Kraft» 3*/similar (SPB)

755/910

650/780

620/735

610/730

140/170

«Holiday Inn Sushevsky» 4*/similar (MOW); «Holiday Inn
Moskovskie Vorota» 4*/similar (SPB)

790/950

680/820

645/775

640/770

160/195

Tour Price per person in Euro/USD
(HIGH SEASON — July—August 2021)
Hotel
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Moscow week-end
3 days /2 nights (Friday—Sunday)
Day 1.

Arrival in Moscow. Meet with guide. Transfer to the hotel. Check in.
Dinner — on request (not included)

Day 2.

Breakfast. Moscow city tour (3 hours). Includes all main highlights of Russian
capital. Our professional guide will tell you about the history, culture and
sights of Moscow. You will see St. Basil cathedral, the State Historical
Museum, the grandiose Cathedral of Christ the Saviour; New Maiden
Convent with its cemetery where most celebrated people are buried.
You will be shown the panoramic view of all Moscow at Sparrow hills,
Poklonnaya Hill, Kutuzosky Avenue and New Arbat Street. Lunch in the
city (included). Kremlin territory with one Cathedral; Armory Chamber (for
supplement). Arbat Street + Metro. Dinner — on request (not included).

Day 3.

Breakfast. Check out. Transfer to the airport with guide. Departure

Tour Price per person in Euro/USD
(LOW SEASON — March, April/end of October, November, December 2021)
Hotel

Package includes:
� Accommodation in 3—5* Hotel
		 on TWIN/DBL sharing rooms with
		 breakfast.
� European Speaking Guide.
� 1 Lunch.
� A/con Minibus/Bus for Transfers
		 and Excursions according
		 to program.
� All visits and entrance fees in
		 MOW

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

Hotels 3* — «Beta», «Cosmos», «Slavia»/similar

260/310

225/270

210/250

185/220

55/65

Hotels 4* — «Holiday Inn», «Novotel», «Park Inn»/similar

265/320

240/285

220/265

190/230

65/75

370

320

285

260

120

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

Hotels 3* — «Beta», «Cosmos», «Slavia»/similar

275/330

240/290

190/270

200/240

60/70

Hotels 4* — «Holiday Inn», «Novotel», «Park Inn»/similar

290/350

255/305

240/285

215/255

70/80

Hotels 5* — «Sheraton», «Marriott»/similar

475/570

440/530

425/510

410/490

260/310

Package includes:
� Accommodation in 4—5* Hotel
		 on TWIN/DBL sharing rooms with
		 breakfast.
� European Speaking Guide.
� 3 Lunches.
� A/con Minibus/Bus for Transfers
		 and Excursions according
		 to program.
� All visits and entrance fees

Saint-Petersburg

Hotels 5* — «Sheraton», «Marriott»/similar

Tour Price per person in Euro/USD
(HIGH SEASON — May/end of October 2021)
Hotel

		

3 days /2 nights
Day 1.

Arrival in St. Petersburg. Meeting with guide.
Lunch in the city. City tour, including visit to Peter and Paul’s Fortress.

Day 2.

Breakfast. Excursion to Hermitage. Lunch in the city. Free time.

Day 3.

Breakfast. Check out. Excursion to Petergof (Grand Palace and Park).
Lunch in the city. Free time. Transfer to the airport/railway station.

in St.Petersburg

Tour Price per person in Euro/USD
Hotel
Period

Holiday Inn Moskovskie Vorota 4*/similar
4

6

8

10+1

15+1

S.Suppl

01—25.05.2021, 11.07—25.08.2021

435/525

375/450

365/440

360/435

330/395

95/110

26.05—10.07.2021

480/575

425/510

400/480

410/490

370/445

120/140

26.08—09.10.2021

415/500

360/435

335/400

340/410

310/370

70/80

Tour Price per personin Euro/USD
Hotel
Period

Grand Hotel Europa5*/similar
4

6

8

10+1

15+1

S.Suppl

01.05—16.05.2021, 16.07—01.10.2021

490/590

450/540

430/520

425/510

410/490

110/135

16.05—16.07.2021

565/680

540/650

530/640

525/630

495/595

180/220

Russian river cruises
St. Petersburg — Moscow is a classical cruise that takes you to the Two
Capitals as well as number of charming ancient towns on the way which
run in both directions. Cruises start in May and finish in October.

Mosccow — St. Petersburg /
St. Petersburg — Moscow
12 days/11 nights — Moscow — St. Petersburg
11 days/10 nights — St. Petersburg — Moscow
Vessels:
� 4* ship — MS Nikolay Chernishevsky,MS Nizhny Novgorod, MS Konstantin Fedin 4*
� 5* ship — MS Mustai Karim

On each board there is a group of professionals to provide clients
with a quick, well-managed and organized full package service
(accommodation, sightseeing program in 4 languages, full board,
entertainment program onboard).

Below is information about 4*ships navigation
in the season 2021:
Moscow — St. Petersburg (12 days/11 nights)
Cruise route: Moscow — Uglich — Yaroslavl — Goritsy — Kizhi —
Mandrogui — Saint-Petersburg
Dates in 2021: 04—15.05; 18—29.05; 25.05—05.06; 08—19.06; 15—26.06;
29.06—10.07; 06—17.07; 20—31.07; 27.07—07.08; 10—21.08; 17—28.08;
31.08—11.09; 21.09—02.10

Price from €1650 p.p.
St. Petersburg — Moscow — 11 days / 10 nights
Cruise route: Saint-Petersburg — Mandrogui — Kizhi — Goritsy —
Yaroslavl —Uglich — Moscow
Dates in 2021: 05—25.05; 15—25.05; 05—15.06; 29.05—08.06; 19—29.06;
26.06—06.07; 10—20.07; 17—27.07; 31.07—10.08; 07—17.08; 21—31.08;
28.08—07.09; 11—21.09; 02—12.10

Price from €1500 p.p.

Volga River
Cruise (lower Volga)
Moscow — Astrakhan
14 days/13 nights
Astrakhan — Moscow
14 days/13 nights
Volga is the most important
waterway of the country and the
longest river in Europe. Ports of
call along the route are not only
ancient Russian cities and towns
(like Kostroma, Nizhniy Novgorod
etc, but also such cities as Kazan,
the capital city of the Republic of
Tatarstan, the city in which 2 main
religions peacefully coexist and
Volgograd (Stalingrad)– city of
military courage and glory.
Cruise route: Astrakhan —
Volgograd — Saratov — Samara —
Kazan — Cheboksary — Nizhny
Novgorod — Kostroma — Uglich —
Moscow
Dates in 2021:
Moscow—Astrakhan 07—20.09
MS Konstantin Fedin 4*
Astrakhan—Moscow 20.09—03.10
Moscow—Astrakhan 14—27.09 MS
Nikolay Chernishevsky 4*
Astrakhan—Moscow 27.09—10.10

Price from €1950 p.p.
Spectrum DMC • Tel.: +7 (495) 99-58-999 • www.spectrum-russia.com
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Below is information about 5*ship navigation in the season 2021:
MS Mustai Karim 5*
Dates

Days/nights

01 May—03 May

3 days/2 nights

Moscow—Uglich—Moscow

LOW

04 May—08 May

5 days/4 nights

Moscow—Yaroslavl—Moscow

LOW

10 May—16 May

7 days/6 nights

Moscow—Ples—Moscow

LOW

17 May—21 May

8 days/7 nights

Moscow—Rybinsk/Tutaev—Moscow

HIGH

22 May—30 May

9 days/8 nights

Moscow—St.Petersburg

HIGH

31 May—03 June

4 days/3 nights

St. Petersburg—Valaam—Sortavala—
St. Petersburg

HIGH

7 days/6 nights

Saint-Petersburg—Moscow

HIGH

07 June—13 June
14 June—27 June

Direction

Season

14 days/13 nights Moscow—Saint-Petersburg—Moscow

28 June—03 July

6 days/5 nights

04 July—10 July
19 July—22 July

HIGH

Moscow—Plyos—Moscow

HIGH

7 days/6 nights

Moscow—Kazan —Nizhny Novgorod

HIGH

4 days/3 nights

Nizhny Novgorod—Moscow

HIGH

23 July—25 July

3 days/2 nights

Moscow—Tver—Moscow

HIGH

26 July—30 July

5 days/4 nights

Moscow—Kazan

HIGH

31 July—02 Aug

3 days/2 nights

Kazan—Yelabuga—Bolgar—Kazan

HIGH

03 Aug—11 Aug

9 days/8 nights

Kazan—Nizhny Novgorod—Rostovon-Don

HIGH

11 Aug—17 Aug

7 days/6 nights

Rostov-on-Don—Anapa

HIGH

17 Aug—23 Aug

7 days/6 nights

Anapa—Rostov-on-Don

HIGH

23 Aug—29 Aug

7 days/6 nights

Rostov-on-Don—Anapa

HIGH

29 Aug—04 Sept

7 days/6 nights

Anapa—Rostov-on-Don

HIGH

04 Sept—10 Sept

7 days/6 nights

Rostov-on-Don—Anapa

HIGH

10 Sept—16 Sept

7 days/6 nights

Anapa—Rostov-on-Don

HIGH

16 Sept—22 Sept

7 days/6 nights

Rostov-on-Don—Anapa—Rostov-on-Don

HIGH

22 Sept—28 Sept

7 days/6 nights

Rostov-on-Don—Anapa—Rostov-on-Don

LOW

28 Sept—04 Oct

7 days/6 nights

Rostov-on-Don—Anapa—Rostov-on-Don

LOW

04 Oct—16 Oct

13 days/12 nights Rostov-on-Don—Moscow

17 Oct—21 Oct

LOW

5 days/4 nights

Moscow—Yaroslavl—Moscow

LOW

22 Oct—24 Oct

3 days/2 nights

Moscow—Uglich—Moscow

LOW

25 Oct—29 Oct

5 days/4 nights

Moscow - Kazan

LOW

30 Oct—04 Nov

6 days/5 nights

Kazan—Moscow

LOW

05 Nov—07 Nov

3 days/2 nights

Moscow—Mishkin—Moscow

LOW

Catalogue rates MS Mustai Karim 2021 (HIGH/LOW). Prices are quoted in euros per person per night
Season

Middle Deck

Boat Deck

Upper Deck

Standard

Deluxe

Suite

Owner’s Suite

Standard

Deluxe

Deluxe

Junior Suite

LOW

315

360

600

900

340

380

400

485

HIGH

335

380

630

940

360

400

420

505

Yenisei River cruise
Great Siberian Cruise
Discover the soul of Siberia on 5*Ship Maxim Gorky
The first cruise of its kind. Discover untouched lands and sail
unshared waters, Set sail for adventure along the largest river to
flow into the Arctic Ocean. From vast, rugged landscapes to magical
midnight sun, the Yenisei River is where Mother Nature shines her
brightest.
MS Maxim Gorky 5*.
Prices below are quoted in euros per person per cruise
Season

Dates

Single

Deluxe
Main

Deluxe
Middle

Deluxe
Boat

Low
Krasnoyarsk
— Galanino —
Krasnoyarsk
4 days/
3 nights

20 May—23 May
24 May—27 May
03 Oct—06 Oct
07 Oct—10 Oct

1330

1420

1445

1475

Medium
Krasnoyarsk
— Bakhta —
Krasnoyarsk
9 days/
8 nights

28 May—05 June
24 Sept—02 Oct

4176

4392

4464

4536

High
Krasnoyarsk —
Dudinka
11 days/
10 nights
Dudinka —
Krasnoyarsk
12 days/
11 nights

06 June—16 June
17 June—28 June
29 June—09 July
09 July—20 July
21 July—31 July
31 July—11 Aug
12 Aug—22 Aug
22 Aug—02 Sept
03 Sept—13 Sept
13 Sept—24 Sept

7800

8100

8200

8300

The only Cruise
on the Black
Sea in Russia
Cruise route: Sochi — Sochi.
Stops: Sochi — Novorossiysk —
Yalta — Sevastopol — Sochi.
Service includes: Cruise
from the port of Sochi on the
9-deck liner «Prince Vladimir»;
Accommodation in a cabin
of the selected category (External
cabin, Internal cabin, Suite);
3 meals a day on the «Buffet»
system»; Use of the Aqua-zone
(3 swimming pools with sea water);
A visit to the grounds and group
sessions; Attending music and
theatre shows on Board; Visit the
3D cinema on Board; Children’s
club on Board; Delivery of your
luggage. Excursions program
during stops is paid additional.
Period of navigation: from
01.03.2020 to 25.10.2021 4 times
a month, departure every Sunday,
cruise duration – one week.

Price from €450 p.p. to 950
p.p. depending on particular
cabin type and Deck.
Spectrum DMC • Tel.: +7 (495) 99-58-999 • www.spectrum-russia.com
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Arctic Cruise.

Yakutsk — Tiksi —Yakutsk (Mikhail Svetlov Ship)
14 days /13 nights
Cruise to Tiksi is a wonderful opportunity to explore Yakutia’s nature,
history and indigenous peoples’ life conditions and traditions and also
cross the Arctic Circle and visit the most northern settlement of Yakutia.
The journey begins with the Lena Pillars, the most unique nature
phenomenon. A 40 km steep rocks architecture will fascinate you with its
beauty and vastness. Tiksi – the most northern settlement of Yakutia. The
temperature here stays low even in the hottest summer months and white
polar nights may surprise you with their Northern Lights.
In the last days of the journey you will visit Sottintsy settlement. Here
you will closely get acquainted with the history of Yakutia. An open air
historic and architect museum “Druzhba” will present samples of old
wood architecture in traditional Yakut and Russian styles. There are also
expositions of wooden household implements, national dresses of the
Yakuts and heritage of Russian Christianity. Above all these the tour
will have interesting entertainment onboard with different lectures on
Yakutia’s history, different intellectual contests, disco nights with various
performers.
Cruise route: Yakutsk — Lena Pillars — Tiksi — Yakutsk.
Stops: the Lena Pillars, the Buotama river estuary, Zhigansk — the first
settlement beyond the Polar circle, Kusur, Crossing the Polar circle, the
Green stop, Sottintsy — Yakutsk
Dates in 2021: 8.07—21.07; 24.07—6.08; 11.09—24.09; 25.09—7.10
Price p.p. €1 415 (quadruple), €1886 p.p (triple), €2420 p.p (2 bed)

Yakutia Cruise Ust-Kut — Sottintsy —Yakutsk (Demyan Bedniy Ship)
10 days /9 nights
During this cruise you’ll visit
Lenskiye Shyoky- one of the most
beautiful and famous places of
the upper Lena River. It is situated
172 km up from the Vitim River
Estuary. These three fancy pointy
cliffs of 200 meters high are situated
above the river and present a
narrow canyon with sharp turnings.
This is the narrowest place of the
Lena, the span is less than 200
meters here. Tourists will have
an opportunity to visit Mirniy, the
Diamond Capital of our republic.
This excursion is an optional and is

available for an extra pay. Tourists
will visit a famous Kimberlite Pipe
called Mir. Mirniy was called in
honor of this pipe. Besides tourists
will visit a Kimberlite Museum and
a Nature Park called the Diamonds
of Yakutia. Stay in the Lena Pillars
National Park where one can see
steep rocks, the unique natural
phenomenon. The pillars have 200
meters height and are stretched
for 80 km along the river. One can
distinguish colonnades, arches and
battlements in their shapes. An
excursion to Druzhba (Friendship)

historic-architecture open-air
museum located on the place of
the primary foundation of the Lensk
Stockaded Town founded by the
Russian Cossacks, the future city of
Yakutsk.
Cruise route and stops: Ust-Kut —
Kirensk — Lenskeaye Shyoky —
Lensk — Mirniy — Lensk — The Ura
River Estuary — The Lena Pillars —
Sottintsy
Dates in 2020: 05—14.06
Price p.p. €925 ( quadruple),
€1100 p.p (triple), €1450 p.p (2 bed)

Golden Ring (Classic)
Vladimir—Suzdal—Kostroma—Yaroslavl—Rostov—St. Petersburg
8 days/7 nights

Day 4.
Suzdal–
Kostroma–
Yaroslavl

Day 5.
Yaroslavl–
Rostov–
Moscow

Day 6.
St. Petersburg
Day 7.
St. Petersburg
Day 8.
St. Petersburg

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

810

220

Hotel

820

Tour Price per person in Euro

930

Day 3.
Moscow–
Vladimir–
Suzdal

1170

Day 2.
Moscow

Arrival in Moscow. Meet with guide;
Transfer to the hotel. Check in.
Dinner in the hotel
Moscow city tour-(3 hours). Includes all main highlights of Russian
capital. Lunch.
Kremlin territory with one Cathedral; Armory Chamber (not included,
supplement – 25Euro/pax);
Arbat Street+ Metro. Dinner
08:30. Meet with guide.
09:00. Transfer to Vladimir.
12:30. Lunch (4 courses).
13:30. Tour to Vladimir city, Assumption and St. Demetrius interior
the exterior of the cathedrals, the Golden gate architecture.
Transfer to Suzdal. Check in hotel.
19:00. Dinner (3 courses).
08:00. Breakfast.
09:00. Tour of Suzdal: the city, the Kremlin, the territory with the
Nativity Cathedral exterior, Spaso-Evfimievsky monastery territory
with Preobrazhensky Cathedral interior, a mini-concert of bell-ringing,
Museum of wooden architecture and interior.
11:30. Transfer to Kostroma.
14:00. Lunch (4 courses).
15:00. Tour of Kostroma: city, Ipatiev monastery territory with
Trinity Cathedral interior.
Transfer to Yaroslavl. Check in hotel.
19:00. Dinner (3 courses).
08:00. Breakfast.
09:30. Excursion: city, St. Elijah the Prophet interior, SpasoPreobrazhensky the monastery territory.
Note: in low season, instead of St. Elijah the Prophet, will be Museum
of icons.
12:00. Lunch (4 courses).
13:00. Transfer to Rostov.
14:00. Tour of the Kremlin* the territory, the finite Museum or small
passages along the walls of the Kremlin with an inspection of the walls
of temples.
15:30. Transfer to Moscow (arrival at 19:30). Dinner in the city.
Night Train (double Decker) to St. Petersburg #006 – 2250 – 0647
Arrival in St. Petersburg.
Breakfast. City tour with Peter & Paul Fortress. Lunch. Hermitage. Dinner
City tour with Peter & Paul Fortress. Lunch. Hermitage. Dinner
Breakfast.
Peterhof Grand Palace and Gardens. Lunch.
Church on the Spilled Blood. Dinner
Breakfast. Check out.
Transfer. Departure

Hotels 4*
Moscow, Suzdal,
Yaroslavl,
St. Petersburg*

Day 1.
Moscow

4* hotels:
Moscow — Alfa, Vega, Park Inn
Izmailovo/similar
Suzdal — Pushkarskaya Sloboda, Azimut,
Nikolaevsky Posad
Yaroslavl — Park Inn, Ring Premier
St. Petersburg — Art Nuvo, Golden Age,
Akyan, Rus-hotel,
Saint-Petersburg/similar

Price includes:
� Accommodation:
		
		

�
		

�
		

�
		

�
�
�
		

4 Star Hotel in Moscow, Suzdal,
Yaroslavl, St. Petersburg
Full Board Meals both in Moscow,
Suzdal, Yaroslavl, St. Petersburg
Transportation (arrival/departure —
A/c minibus)
European speaking Guide
on excursions
Entrance Fees according to program.
FOC in SNGL accomm. for 10+1.
Train tickets Moscow—St.
Petersburg — economy (4 per/1 car)

Spectrum DMC • Tel.: +7 (495) 99-58-999 • www.spectrum-russia.com
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Moscow—Sergiev Posad
5 days/4 nights (Friday—Tuesday)
The Trinity Lavra in Sergiev Posad is a part of the legendary Golden Ring
of Russia and a unique architectural masterpiece protected by UNESCO
World Heritage organization. It is the main acting Orthodox monastery (also
called «Russian Vatican») which played a significant role in the history of
Russia. Sergiev Posad is situated 75 km to the northeast from Moscow. The
monastery was founded by Sergius of Radonezh, it is still one of the largest
monasteries in Russia and the temporary residence of the Patriarch of the
Russian Orthodox Church.
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4.
Day 5

Arrival in Moscow. Meet with guide. Transfer to the hotel. Check in.
Dinner — on request (not included).
Breakfast. Moscow city tour (3 hours). Includes all main highlights of
Russian capital. Our professional guide will tell you about the history,
culture and sights of Moscow. You will see St. Basil cathedral, the State
Historical Museum, the grandiose Cathedral of Christ the Saviour; New
Maiden Convent with its cemetery where most celebrated people are
buried. You will be shown the panoramic view of all Moscow at Sparrow
hills, Poklonnaya Hill, Kutuzosky Avenue and New Arbat Street.
Lunch in the city (included)
Kremlin territory with one Cathedral; Armory Chamber (for supplement)
Arbat Street+ Metro.
Dinner — on request (not included).
Breakfast. Excursion to Sergiev Posad — the city located northeast of
Moscow, known for the 14th century. Trinity Lavra St. Sergius monastery
complex. Lunch in local restaurant.
Back to Moscow & overnight at the hotel.
Dinner — on request (not included).
Breakfast. Old Arbat walking tour, Moscow metro. Lunch in the city
Izmailovo Kremlin, Vodka Museum with tasting.
Dinner — on request (not included).
Breakfast. Check out. Transfer to the airport with guide. Departure

Price includes:
� Accommodation in 3—4—5*
		
		

�
�
�
		
		

�
		

Hotel on TWIN/DBL sharing
rooms with breakfast.
English Speaking Guide.
3 Lunches.		
A/con Minibus/Bus for Transfers
and Excursions according
to program.
All visits and entrance fees
in MOW& Sergiev Posad.

Tour Price per person in a group in Euro/USD
(LOW SEASON — March, April/end of October, November, December 2021)
Hotel

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

Hotels 3* — «Beta», «Cosmos», «Slavia»/similar

405/490

315/380

275/330

290/325

75/90

Hotels 4* — «Holiday Inn», «Novotel», «Park Inn»/similar

470/570

380/460

350/420

340/410

110/135

Hotels 5* — «Sheraton», «Marriott»/similar

600/725

510/620

505/610

470/570

265/320

Tour Price per person in a group in Euro/USD
(HIGH SEASON — Maу—end of October2021)
Hotel

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

Hotels 3* — «Beta», «Cosmos», «Slavia»/similar

420/510

335/400

290/350

285/345

85/100

Hotels 4* — «Holiday Inn», «Novotel», «Park Inn»/similar

490/590

400/480

365/440

355430/

120/145

Hotels 5* — «Sheraton», «Marriott»/similar

630/755

540/650

530/640

500/600

275/330

Individual Transsiberian
Railway Tour
Moscow — Irkutsk
11 days / 10 nights (year-round / daily departures) from 1 pax
The Trans-Siberian railroad is the longest in the world. The length of the
route is 9289 km or 5771 miles. The train travels through 7 time zones
and takes eight days to complete without making overnight stops. The
Transsib is unique because it represents a cultural and historical panorama
review, reflecting the whole rich history of Russia with its sometimes
mysterious, sometimes contradictory pages. Stops for land excursions
at the most interesting places along the route are included every day.
In the cities like Ekaterinburg in the Ural Mountains, Irkutsk near Lake
Baikal , hotel nights in international four-starhotels are included, allowing
you more time to explore these places and enjoy a relaxed journey.
Meals, drinks, tour guides are included in the tour. The journey may
be booked either eastbound, beginning in Moscow, or westbound. The
Transsiberian Railway is featured in the «Guinness Book of Records» for
three categories: total length, number of stations, and construction time.
It was built between 1891 and 1916 to connect the Russian capital Moscow
with the Far-East city of Vladivostok and apart from it functional use, today
it also became the lifetime dream of many travelers!
Day 1.
Moscow

Arrival in Moscow. Transfer to the hotel of your choice.
Overnight at hotel.

Day 2.
Moscow

Breakfast. Full day tour of the Russian capital (all must-see places of the
Russian capital, such as: Red Square, Manezhnaya Square, Alexander
Garden, Cathedral of Christ the Savior, Sparrow Hills, MGU, and Novodevichy
Convent). Please choose among afternoon options: a) Kolomenskoe Estate
and Tretyakov Gallery; b) Cosmonautic Museum and VDNKH; 3) Kremlin with
3 cathedrals (subject to confirmation). Overnight at hotel.

Day 3. Moscow—Transsiberian
Breakfast. Free time till the transfer to the railway station. Depart to Yekaterinburg by the
superior trains №60 or №6 at 16:38. Journey time: 25h 26m. Overnight in train.
Day 4. Transsiberian—Yekaterinburg
20:15
(local time)

Arrival in Yekaterinburg. Cross the station square and Check in «Marins Park
Yekaterinburg» hotel 3* (located opposite the station). Overnight at hotel.

Day 5. Yekaterinburg—Transsiberian
Breakfast. Full day excursion with lunch in Russian tavern: city tour of Ekaterinburg, Ganina
Yama, and border of Europe and Asia. Board one of the superior evening trains heading to
Novosibirsk: №56 Enissey at 21:40 (local time). Journey: 20h 11m. Overnight in train. Meals: B, L.
Day 6. Transsiberian—Novosibrisk
Or transfer to the railway station №2 Rossiya at 03:32 (local time). Journey: 19h 54m.
Arrival in Novosibirsk at 19:51 (local time) (by train №56).
Cross the station square and Check in to the hotel «Marins Park Novosibirsk» 4* located
just opposite the station. Overnight at hotel.

Spectrum DMC • Tel.: +7 (495) 99-58-999 • www.spectrum-russia.com
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Day 7. Novosibirsk—Transsiberian
Arrival in Novosibirsk at 01:42 (local time) (by train №2) Breakfast. Full-day city tour of
the Unofficial Capital of Siberia, ending at the hotel. Late check out and board the train
№8 (fast standard train) at 23:54. Journey time 1d 7h 34m. Overnight in train. Meals: B, Lюю.
Day 8. Transsiberian—Irkutsk
Late check out and board the train №2 Rossiya heading to Irkutsk at 01:44 (local time).
Journey time: 1d 4h 56m. Overnight in train.
Day 9. Irkutsk—Lake Baikal (Listvyanka)
Arrival in Irkutsk at 07:40 (local time) by train №2 or at 08:28 by train №8 and transfer to
Listvyanka. Full day excursion to the Lake Baikal: Shaman-Rock point view over Angara
river, Open-air Museum of Wooden Siberian Architecture, Museum of Lake Baikal, lunch
with Baikal fish specialties. 1-hr boat trip of the lake. Check in to the hotel or Wooden
chalet in Listvyanka settlement. Overnight in hotel. Meals: B, L.
Day 10. Listvyanka—Irkutsk
Breakfast. Transfer to Irkutsk, followed by Irkutsk city tour with the most remarkable
sights, «wooden lace» houses, and the 130 Quarter, a quarter with reconstructed city’s
buildings of the XIX—XX centuries. Transfer to the hotel «Courtyard By Marriott» Irkutsk
city center 4*. Overnight in train.
Days 11. Irkutsk—Transsiberian

Person in the
group of 2
travelers staying
in TWN/DBL

Supplement per
person for the
½ 1st class train
tickets

SGL supplement
in case 2 pax
stay in SGL room

3* Moscow: «Cosmos»,
«Alfa», «Matreshka».
Ekaterinburg: «Marins Park».
Novosibirsk: «Azimut».
Irkutsk: «Angara».
Listvyanka: «Sozvezdie
Baikala 4000»

4000
EUR*
or 5000
USD**

2680 EUR*
or 3380
USD**

428 EUR*
or 540
USD**

160 EUR*
or 190
USD**

4* Moscow: «Azimut
Smolenskaya», «Azimut
Olympik».
Ekaterinburg: «Novotel».
Novosibirsk: «Marins Park».
Irkutsk: «Ibis».
Listvyanka: «Krestovaya Pad’
4125».

4125
EUR*
or 5155
USD**

2730 EUR*
or 3415
USD**

428 EUR* or
540 USD**

281 EUR*
or 352
USD**

Net cost per
person ½ 1st
class (lower bed
per 1 pax)
Single

Single traveler in
SGL room

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport for onward flight from Irkutsk for the domestic flights
in Moscow or international flights.

*The prices are valid at a rate of EURO costs not less than 90 rubles for 1€.
** The prices are valid at a rate of USD costs not less than 72 rubles for 1$.

Price includes:
� ½ 1st class railway tickets for
		 the route Moscow—Ekaterinburg—
		 Novosibirsk—Irkutsk (superior
		 trains throughout the tour; please
		 ask for discounts if you prefer traveling
		 by economy trains!) .
� Accommodation in
		 TWN/DBL BB (SGL BB):
		 • Moscow, 2 nights — hotel
			 of the chosen category;
		 • Yekaterinburg, 2 nights — hotel
			 of the chosen category;
		 • Novosibirsk, 2 nights — hotel
			 of the chosen category;
		 • Irkutsk, 1 night — hotel of the chosen
			category;
		 • Listvyanka, 1 night — wooden
			 cottage at Listvyanka Club or similar
			 wooden 2—3*
� Round-trip transfers in Moscow,
		 Novosibirsk, Irkutsk & Listvyanka.
� Excursions (car, guide, entrance
		 tickets).
� Full day excursion in Moscow.
� Full day excursion in Ekaterinburg
		 with lunch.
� Full day excursion in Novosibirsk.
� Full day excursion on the Baikal
		 with fish lunch.
� English/German-speaking local
		 guides.
� 1 complimentary service / upgrade /
		 gift / surprise per group on behalf of
		 your agency (once during the trip).

Not included:
�
�
		
		
�
�

Porters.
Supplement for the Italian-, Spanishor French-speaking guide: upon
request.
Souvenirs.
Alcohol.

Discover Karelia
Magical place, full of natural
beauty and calm
3 days/2 nights
Tour can be transit or combined with Moscow and Saint Petersburg (see
Stopover packages)

Day 2. Petrozavodsk—Ruskeala—Kinerma—
Petrozavodsk

Our guide will meet your morning train from St. Petersburg or Moscow on
the platform at the railway station of Petrozavodsk (If you prefer to arrive in
Petrozavodsk a day earlier by evening train from St. Petersburg or by plane
from Moscow we will customize this package accordingly). Transfer to the
hotel to drop off the luggage (a supplementary charge may be applied for
the early check in).
~10:00 — Embark a hydrofoil and depart for the trip to Kizhi Island. Walking
tour of Kizhi Museum with a local guide.
~ 17:00 — Return to Petrozavodsk. Overnight in Petrozavodsk. (No meals).
Breakfast. 09:00 — Pick-up by the guide. Transfer to Ruskeala Park (260
km). Walking tour of the marble quarries and mountain park of Ruskeala.
Free time for optional activities and lunch. Transfer to the historical Karelian
village of Kinerma (170 km). Walk around the village, visit the chapel of the
XVIII Century, meet local Karely people and have a traditional dinner in their
house. Transfer to Petrozavodsk (110 km). ~21:00 — Return to Petrozavodsk.
Overnight in Petrozavodsk. Meals: B, D

Day 3. Petrozavodsk—
Kivach Reserve—
Church of Apostle
Peter—Petrozavodsk

Day 1.
Petrozavodsk
and Kizhi

The Republic of Karelia is situated in the north-west of Russia. Karelia can
satisfy the needs of all visitors: more than four thousand cultural, historical
and natural monuments are on its territory. The historical and cultural
peculiarity of Karelia is made by the cultural heritage of it’s four indigenous
populations : Karelians, Finns, Russians and Vepps. Living together for more
than ten centuries they’ve created a unique and original culture. Karelia is
one of the most famous Russian territories in international tourism for it’s
unique architectural, cultural and historical sites located on Kizhi, Valaam and
Solovetskie islands, which are included in the UNESCO World Heritage List.

Pick up by the guide. Transfer to Kivach Nature Reserve (70 km). Observe
Kivach Waterfalls and visit the museum of the Nature Reserve. Walk along
the ecological trail and learn about typical taiga plants, birds and animals.
Continue to the village of Marcial Waters. Taste water from the natural
mineral water springs. Russian Tzar Peter the Great visited this place for
four times and tried to cure his diseases by drinking the iron-rich water. Visit
the historical Church of Apostle Peter, built in 1721 by the order of Peter the
Great. Visit a small museum with historical items of the early XVIII Century.
Return to Petrozavodsk. Free afternoon.
Pick up at the hotel and transfer to the railway station. Departure. Meals: B.

Tour Price per person in Euro
Number of tourists
Price p.p.

1

2

3

4

681 385 300 270

5—6

8

S.Suppl

250

490

50

Price includes:
� 2 nights accommodation («Fregat» 4*,
		
		

�
�
�
		

�

«Cosmos Petrozavodsk» 4*,
«Piter Inn» 3*+ or «Karelia» 4*).
3 meals — 2 breakfasts, 1 dinner.
All transport during the tour.
Visits and experiences as per
the itinerary.
English-speaking guide’s services.

Additional charges: train tickets;
additional excursions and services;
health insurance.
Trains between St. Petersburg and
Petrozavodsk:
� Train #806 «Lastochka» St. Petersburg
		

18:00 — Petrozavodsk 22:57

� Train #805 «Lastochka» Petrozavodsk
		
		

18:00 — St. Petersburg 22:56
Operates daily. 1st and 2nd class seats
� Train #012 St. Petersburg 23:20 —
		 Petrozavodsk 06:50
� Train #011 Petrozavodsk 22:40 —
		 St. Petersburg 06:24
		 Operates daily except for Saturday.
		 2nd class and 3rd class sleepers
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Out of reach Karelia
VIP Individual Tour
ANY DEPARTURE DATE REQUESTED IN THE PERIOD
01.06.2021—01.11.2021.
4 days/3 nights

Day 1.
Petrozavodsk

Petroglyphs on the east shore of Onego Lake. Breakfast onboard. Onego
Lake Rock Art assemble is located on the Besov Nos (Demon’s Cape) of
the eastern shore of Onego Lake. Onego carvings are differed from others
with their metaphoric character, fantastic nature and exotics of images.
Local inhabitants attributed rock art to the activity of the «evil spirit». This
resulted in the name of the area, Besov Nos (Demon’s Cape) and later in
attempts to neutralize the «devilish pictures» by carving Christian crosses on
the figures of the demon and a swan, probably dated back to 15th century.
Rock art galleries of the White Sea and Onego Lake are the real pearls of
ancient culture world wide. They indeed, are the archeological «visit card» of
Karelia. Not by chance, in majority of publications they are called as a «stone
book», «stone chronicles» or «awareness shop», and considered worth
being registered in the World Heritage List. Another place of visit is Murom
Monastery of St. Assumptionis on the eastern coast of the Onego lake, on a
narrow strip of the ground, which is a kilometer wide, between two lakes —
vast Onego and small Murom. Lunch onboard the yacht.
Сontinuing the tour on the yacht towards settlement Povenets. Trolling
(fishing) along the way. Arrival to the settlement. Transfer by the car to the
Country Club Malaya Medvezhka. Check in.

Day 3.
Petrozavodsk
(Marcial Waters,
Kivach Waterfalls)

Welcome to Karelia. Arrival in Petrozavodsk by train. Meeting with guide at
the railway station. Transfer to the harbor. Along the way — short city tour of
Petrozavodsk. Meet with the captain of the yacht Prestige 500S
(one cabin double bed, 2 cabins — twins), Accommodation on the yacht.
Breakfast. Departure to Kizhi island. Arrival. Individual excursion to Kizhi
Island. The Kizhi Museum is one of the largest open air museums in Russia.
After the tour, the captain will help you take photos from great perspective
because you have your own yacht at your disposal. Lunch onboard the
yacht. Сontinuing the tour on the yacht towards Сape Besov Nos. (Demon’s
Cape). Trolling (fishing) along the way. Dinner onboard the yacht. Overnight
on board the yacht in one of the closed picturesque bays of lake Onega.

Day 2.
Petrozavodsk
(Onego Lake)

Tour can be combined with Moscow or Saint Petersburg (see Stopover
packages)

Jeep rides in the wild Karelia (10 am departure). Great route with stops along
the way: F.e, Ascent on foot to Sampo mountain (about 5 minutes walk to
the top); The first Russian spa resort founded by Peter I in 1719 on mineral
springs — Marcial Waters; Stop near Girvas settlement.; stop fir picnic; Stop
and visit to The Nature Reserve of Kivach. etc. Detailed route can be found
on our webpage. End of the route. Arrival to Petrozavodsk Railway station.
Departure to SPB—MOW. Overnight in the train.
Meals : Breakfast + picknick lunch in the forest).

Price for the tour in EURO/group
Hotels
Overnight on board the yacht (Onega Lake)
Country Club Malaya Medvezhka

3—4 (per group) 5—6 (per group)
7400

8150

Price includes:
� Accommodation according
		
		
		
		

to the program (1 night onboard
Yacht Prestige 500S (one cabin double
bed, 2 cabins — twins), 1 night
at Country Club Malay Medvezhka.
� Meals: 3 breakfasts, 2 lunches,
		 2 dinners, 1 picnic in the forest.
� Excursions and guide.

Additional charges: train tickets;
additional excursions and services;
health insurance.
Additional:

Train tickets MOW—Petrozavodsk—MOW.

The Solovki Archipelago
Echo of GULAG
ANY DEPARTURE DATE REQUESTED IN THE PERIOD JUNE
TO AUGUST 30th, 2021
4 days/3 nights
Tour can be combined with Moscow or Saint Petersburg (see Stopover
packages).

Spectrum DMC • Tel.: +7 (495) 99-58-999 • www.spectrum-russia.com

16—21
350
360

10—15
390
405

7—9
450
460

4—6
507
520

1820

Hotel

1—3

Tour Price per person in Euro
1790 (price per
group)

Day 2.
The harsh
story of
Solovki Island.
The Solovki
Camp (GULAG)

Early Breakfast at hotel (open buffet). Check out time. Transfer to the
village Rabocheostrovsk (110 km). 07:30 am — Boarding of the ship.
08:00 cruise departure. During the 2 hours journey you may admire
the picturesque islands of The Kuzova archipelago, watch the sea
ducks and polar terns, feed the seagulls, and if you’re lucky — see
the White Sea seals and beluga whales.
Arrival. Lunch at local café. Luggage will be transferred separately
to hotel luggage locker
• Excursion «Solovki as a place of prison and exile». On this
thematic excursion you will learn about Solovki as a place of
exile and conclusion of famous politicians, representatives of the
clergy, Old Believers, intellectuals, starting with the monastery
prison of the 16th century
• Excursion «The History of the Solovki Prison and Camp 1923—
1939». in 1937 Stalin reorganized Soviet forced-labor camp into
the one of the severest Gulags in his empire. Prisoners lived and
worked in intolerable conditions, with officers torturing or killing
them at will. Over a million prisoners are estimated to have died
here, many of whom were priests, artists and writers. The prison
was closed in 1939.
End of the Tour. Accommodation in hotel. Leisure time. Meals: B. L

Hotel «Solovki» Hotel «Solovetskaya
(private facilities)
Sloboda» (private
facilities)

Day 1.
Belomorsk
Petroglyphs
Archaeological
Complex

Arrival in Belomorsk. Meeting with the guide at the railway station.
Accommodation at the Gandvik Hotel https://www.hotel-gandvik.ru/en/
in rooms of the selected category.
Excursion to the Petroglyphs of the White Sea. The Karelian
petroglyphs are outstanding, world-renowned monuments.
Researchers have called them the Stone Chronicle and the Stone
Age Bible. Petroglyphs usually represent animals, birds, fish, boats,
and people, but sometimes the symbols are of unfamiliar objects. The
Belomorsk Petroglyphs Archaeological Complex includes not only
rock drawings (engravings), but also over 30 ancient settlements dated
between the 3rd and 2nd millenium B.C. The Belomorsk petroglyphs
were created around six thousand years ago, and they are one of the
outstanding monuments of primitive art in Northern Europe.
Evening at Leisure time.
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Day 3.
Solovetsky
Islands. Holy
Anzer Island

Breakfast. Boat tour to the Anzersky (Anzer) Island.
The Anzer Island is the second largest island of the Solovki where
in the XVII—XVIII centuries were founded the first sketes of the
Solovetsky monastery — the strict Holy-Trinity and GolgothaCrucifixion sketes. You will see many kind of landscapes of the
island, learn the history of the monastic, prison camp and modern
period of the Anzer island.
Tour duration — 12 hour. Boat tour — 2.5 hour. The length of the
walking tour is 12 km.
The tour is conducted with the blessing of the vicar of the
monastery, pilgrims are required to comply with the requirements of
the skete’s Charter and be properly dressed.
Boat Tour can be cancelled in case of storm warning.
Return to the Bolshoy Solovetsky Island. Leisure time. Meals: B.

Day 4.
Solovetsky
Islands-Kem

Journey to the sketes and monasteries of the Bolshoy Solovetsky Island.
Breakfast. Check out time. Luggage has to be delivered to Hotel luggage
locker and it will be delivered later onboard the boat.
Author’s tour to the sketes and monasteries of the Bolshoy Solovetsky
Island:
• Sekirnaya Hill. St. Ascension Skete. You will visit one of the highest
points of the Big Solovetsky Island — Sekirnaya Hill, from which top
is an unforgettable view to the Northern part of the Solovki and the
White Sea opens up. The monastic cells appeared on the Sekirnaya
mountain as early as in the 15 century when the monks began to
come to the Solovki after the Sts. Herman and Savvatiy. You will be
told about the history of the functional St. Ascension skete. You will
see the unique Church which is the lighthouse at the same time.
Sekirnaya mountain may be the most tragic place not only on the
Solovki but in the entire Russia. In the course of several centuries
there was located one of the skits of the Solovetsky Monastery, and
after the revolution of 1917 there was opened a punishment isolation
cell – the site of mass executions of the prisoners of the Solovki
prison camp.
• Savvatievskyi monastery. Savvatievsky skete is one of the skits of
the Solovetsky monastery, founded in the XV century by Savvatiy
and Herman Solovetsky in the Northern part of the Big Solovetsky
island .For long time only monks lived here. The comparatively
big construction started here at the end of the XIX century a stone
church was built in honor of the Smolensk Icon of the Mother of God
«Hodegetria» according to the project of architect Shakhlarev.
• Isaac’s monastery. Isaac’s skete. Isaac’s monasteryis one of the
oldest on the Big Solovetsky Island.
• Alley of Solovetsky Jungs.
• Dam of the Red(White) Lake — the deepest Lake in the Solovetsky
Islands. Until the middle of the twentieth century, there were no
indigenous peoples on the islands, and toponymic traditions did
not take shape. People changed, times, the past was forgotten,
new names appeared. Here, for example, how the names of the
Solovetsky lakes changed after the revolution in the 1920s: Lake
Beloe (White) was renamed Krasnoe(Red).
Leisure time.
03:30 p.m. Boarding the boat, Arrival to settlement Rabocheostrovsk
07:00 p,m. Transfer to the Kem railway station to the Train.
Departure to SPB-MOW. Train № 021Ч, which leaves at 20:32
Meals: B, L.

Price includes:
� Accommodation according
		

to the program.

� Meal option according to the tour
		

(3 Breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner).

� All transport services according
		

to the tour.

� Guide.
� Entrance tickets.
� Tick contact insurance.
Price does not include:
� Train tickets.
� Single supplement.

The best of
North-European Russia
Valaam, Kizhi and Solovetsky Islands
JOIN-IN TOUR FOR INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS FROM ALL
COUNTRIES ON GUARANTEED DEPARTURES DATES.
FOR READY GROUPS — ANY AGREED DATE
8 days/7 nights
Main sights: monasteries and museums; historic wooden architecture;
natural sites and Gulag objects
Dates in 2021: 13.06–20.06.21; 05.09—12.09.21
Day 1.
St. Petersburg

Arrive in St. Petersburg at any time. Transfer to 4* hotel in the city
centre. Overnight in St. Petersburg. No meals.

Day 2.
Valaam
Monastery

07:30 — Pick up at the hotel and transfer by van to the town of
Priozersk (or Sortavala).
Departure by boat for Valaam Island. Visit the central cloister
of Valaam Monastery and the Cathedral of the Transfiguration,
beautifully decorated with icons and frescoes. Short concert of
Orthodox church music.
Lunch in the refectory, including typical monastery dishes such
as vegetarian soup and fish.
Observe smaller monastic buildings, called sketes or hermitages.
Among them are the Resurrection Skete and the Gethsemane Skete,
surrounded by picturesque pine forest.Departure by boat
to Sortavala. Transfer to Hotel «Piipun-Piha» for one night.
Dinner. Overnight in Sortavala. Meals : B, L, D.

Day 3.
Ruskeala
and Karelian
village

Breakfast. Walking tour of the town of Sortavala, observe the
historical centre with a few old houses built in the style of Northern
Art Nouveau, neoclassicism and functionalism.Scenic train ride
from Sortavala to Ruskeala Mountain Park on board of a vintage
steam train decorated in a style of the Russian Empire. Walking tour
of marble quarries of Ruskeala. Free time for independent lunch.
Transfer by van to the historical Karelian village of Kinerma (170 km).
Meet Karely people, a Finno-Ugric minority living in northern Russia
and Finland. Visit a small wooden chapel b uilt in the XVIII Century.
Dinner with traditional local dishes.Continue to Petrozavodsk (110 km)
for two nights at 4* hotel («Karelia» or similar). Meals: B, D.

Price:
� Adult — 1390 Euro per person.
� Child 4—16 — 1290 Euro per person.
� Child 0—3 — free of charge.
Supplement for single accommodation
in hotels – 230 Euro.
Supplement for private accommodation
at the train from Murmansk to Medgora:
� when two persons travel in a private
		 cabin, extra payment is 60 Euro per
		 person.
� when one person travels in a private
		 cabin, extra payment is 180 Euro.
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Day 4.
Petrozavodsk
and Kizhi

Breakfast. Walking tour of the historical center of Petrozavodsk.
Departure for the island of Kizhi by boat. Arrival at Kizhi Island.
Walking tour of Kizhi Museum of Wooden Architecture, observe
churches, chapels, houses and other wooden structures of the XIV—
XIX Centuries. Visit one church and one historical house.
Departure back for Petrozavodsk.Return to Petrozavodsk. Free
evening, independent dinner.Overnight in Petrozavodsk. Meals: B.

Day 5.
Kivach
Waterfalls
and the White
Sea —
Baltic Canal

Breakfast. Travel to Kivach Nature Reserve by van (75 km).
Observe Kivach Waterfalls and visit a small museum of the Nature
Reserve. Hike the nature trail.Continue to the small town of
Medgora (100 km).
Lunch at local restaurant.In the village of Povenets observe the
first locks of the White Sea — Baltic Canal. Constructed in 1932—
1933, the Canal connects Onego Lake and the White Sea. Visit
Sandarmokh Memorial, a place where Gulag victims were secretly
killed and buried in late 1930-s.Continue to the town of Kem on the
White Sea coast (290 km).
Dinner. Overnight at Hotel «Prichal» in Kem. Meals: B, L, D.

Day 6.
Solovetsky
Islands

Breakfast. Departure for Solovetsky Island by boat, travel time is
about 2 hours.
Arrival at Solovetsky Island and transfer to the hotel. Walking tour
of Solovetsky Monastery and Fortress, including the inner bailey and
a small graveyard, the Transfiguration Cathedral, churches, monastic
cells, refectory, prison, fortress ramparts and one or two towers.
Learn about the dramatic history of the monastery from the time of
its foundation in the XV Century till modern days.Visit the museum
of Gulag prison and camp. Located in an old barrack of 1929, it holds
documents, artefacts, photos and letters of prisoners of 1920-1939.
Independent dinner. Overnight at the hotel on Solovetsky Island
(«Solovki hotel» or similar). Meals: B.

Day 7.
Solovetsky
Islands

Breakfast. Boat tour to Zayatsky Island. The Island is interesting in
terms of both history and nature. The main attraction of the Island
is a small wooden church of St. Andrew the Apostle, built in 1702.
Thirteen stone labyrinths are located on the Island. There is a theory
that these labyrinths are in fact pagan «sanctuaries» built several
thousand years ago.
After the return, free time for lunch. Pick up the luggage at the hotel
and transfer to the port in time for the boat to Kem. Departure for
Kem. Dinner at local restaurant in Kem.
Transfer to the train station. 20:30 — Departure for St. Petersburg by train.
Overnight at the train. Meals: B, D.

Day 8.
St. Petersburg

Arrive at Ladozhsky train station in St. Petersburg at about 10:10.
Transfer to the airport, another train station or hotel if you want to
spend more time in St. Petersburg.
Meals: No.

Price includes:
� Six nights in hotels.
� A one night stay at train
		 (2nd class 4-berth cabin).
� 12 meals — 6 breakfasts, 2 lunches,
		 4 dinners.
� All transport during the tour.
� Visits and experiences
		 as per the itinerary.
� Guide’s services.

Summer
in Russian Lapland
Ecological tour

White nights, Midsummer night
or Polar day, Aurora Borealis in August
Don’t you find it strange when:
º you can see the sun and moon close together,
º day and night temperature is +28ºC,
º you may swim in the river at midnight and it is as bright as noon?
Kola Peninsula is situated above the Polar circle. Summer here is a
spectacular time of the year. The «midnight sun» is above the horizon from
22 May to 22 July (62 days).
The Murmansk region ranks among the best places on the planet for
observing the northern lights along with Norway and Finland. The hunting
season for the northern lights in the Murmansk region begins at the end of
August and lasts until the white nights in May.

Murmansk—Teriberka—Seidozero
4 days/3 nights

Tour can be combined with Moscow or Saint Petersburg (see Stopover
packages).
Program highlights:
1. Explore the village of Teriberka, the only place in the European part
of Russia that can be reached by car.
2. Take a trip to Lovozero tundra and see Seidozero Lake, a sacred
Sami site. Since the beginning of the 20th century, Seydozero has been
studied by both scientists and individual enthusiasts, and disputes 		
about the objects located here do not subside to this day. Esotericists
tend to believe that these are the remains of an ancient civilization —
Hyperborea, and materialistic scientists claim that the beauty
of this place is just the creation of nature.
3. Feel the fresh air of the Barents Sea and the Arctic Ocean.
4. Enjoy the northern nature and unusual sights.
Tour Price per person in Euro
Number of tourists
Price p.p.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

850

840

640

590

525

545

490

482

435

Price includes:
� Transfers from all points of sight
		 locations
� Transfers from and to Murmansk
		 airport
� Breakfast in hotels (buffet)
� Lunch at Seydozero (on the third day)
� Full-day guided tours
� Accommodation in Murmansk
		 at hotel «Azimut» or hotel «Park Inn
		 by Radisson Poliarnie Zori».
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Any departure date requested in the period June 10th to September 30th,
2021 (2 pax minimum)

Day 1.
Midnight Sun
in Murmansk

Day 2.
Explore the
village of
Teriberka on
the ocean
shore

Day 3.
Seidozero
in Lovozero
tundra

Day 4.
Goodbye,
Arctica!

12:30. Arrival in Murmansk. In the arrival hall of the airport of Murmansk
you will be met by a representative of the tourist agency.
12:30. Transfer from the airport to Murmansk, Check in hotel
14:00. Lunch.
15:00. Sightseeing tour of the city «The terraces of Murmansk»: Palace
of Culture named after Kirov — the place where the city was founded;
the church of the Savior-on-the-Waters of the Naval Cathedral; the
monument to the submarine «Kursk»; the world famous Alyosha
Monument the statue to Waiting woman, dedicated to the wives
of sailors; the icebreaker «Lenin» in Murmansk marine terminal;
observation deck at Abram-Cape.
18:00. Dinner.
19:00. Return to the hotel.
22:00. Tour «Midnight sun» (so called Polar Day). Visiting Mount Lisya
(height — 423 meters), the highest point in the vicinity of Murmansk.
07:00. Breakfast.
08:45. Group gathering at the reception.
09:00. Transfer Murmansk — Teriberka.
13:00. Lunch at a restaurant on the sandy shore of the Barents Sea.
14:00. Tour of Teriberka: the rocky coast of the Barents Sea, known as
«dinosaur eggs» due to the unusual for this area shape of the rocks; the
waterfall of the Small Battery Lake. The Small Battery Lake; the artillery
battery of coastal defense since the Second World War.
18:00. Dinner.
20:00. Return to the hotel.
07:00. Breakfast
07:45. Group gathering at the reception
08:00. Transfer to the village of Lovozero hiking trails and boat trips.
The route length — 8—20 km Motka bay unusual sights of Seydozero
lunch on the route boat trip on the lake, 1 hour trip to the foot of Mount
Ninchurt.
17:00. Transfer to Murmansk.
20:00. Dinner.
Breakfast. Transfer to the airport for the morning flights.
Visiting the enterprise for processing northern mushrooms and berries,
tasting of jams and sauces from wild berries (cloudberries, blueberries,
lingonberries, cranberries), venison products, visiting the fish shop
lunch (optional).

It’s all — Arctic
Ecological tour with trekking
in Khibiny mountains
White nights, Midsummer night or Polar
day, Aurora Borealis in August
Khibiny Mountains are situated north of 67th parallel, beyond the Arctic
Circle on Kola Peninsula in Russian Lapland. Age is about 390 million
years. The mountains have the richest reserves of mineral, 110 of which
are not found anywhere else in the world.At the foot of the mountains
there are two cities — Apatity and Kirovsk, and along the western sides
of the Khibiny you can see beautiful lake Imandra. You will enjoy the
majestic mountain sceneries and visit the Mineralogy Museum which has
a unique collection of minerals from all over the world. This is a popular
winter resort and a very famous place for lovers of all kinds of activities
in the summer. Thousands of people annually go hiking in the Khibiny in
both summer and winter

Murmansk—Teriberka—Sam Syit—
Kirovsk–Khibiny
5 days/4 nights

Program highlights:
1. See the midnight sun (the polar day), a natural phenomenon that
occurs in the summer months in places north of the Arctic Circle.
2. Explore the village of Teriberka, the only place in the European part
of Russia that can be reached by car. Feel the fresh air of the
Barents Sea and the Arctic Ocean.
3. Visit Sam Syit, the Saami village in Lovozero tundra. The Sámi people
(also spelled Sami or Saami) are an indigenous Finno-Ugric people, 		
which today encompasses large northern parts of Norway, Sweden,
Finland and the Kola Peninsula in Russia.
4. Trek around the Khibiny, the largest mountain range on the Kola Peninsula.
5. Enjoy the northern nature and unusual sights.
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Any departure date requested in the period June 10th to September 30th,
2021 (2 pax minimum)
Tour can be combined with Moscow or Saint Petersburg (see Stopover
packages).

Day 1.
Midnight Sun
in Murmansk

Day 2.
Explore the
village of
Teriberka on
the ocean
shore

Day 3.
Sam Syit
village

Day 4.
Trekking
in the Khibins

Day 4
Goodbye,
Arctica!

12:30. Arrival in Murmansk. In the arrival hall of the airport of Murmansk
you will be met by a representative of the tourist agency.
12:30. Transfer from the airport to Murmansk, Check in hotel.
14:00. Lunch.
15:20. Visiting the enterprise for processing northern mushrooms and
berries, tasting of jams and sauces from wild berries (cloudberries,
blueberries, lingonberries, cranberries), venison products.
16:00. Sightseeing tour of the city «The terraces of Murmansk»: Palace
of Culture named after Kirov — the place where the city was founded;
the church of the Savior-on-the-Waters of the Naval Cathedral; the
monument to the submarine «Kursk»; the world famous Alyosha
Monument; the statue to Waiting woman, dedicated to the wives of
sailors; the icebreaker «Lenin» in Murmansk marine terminal.
18:00. Dinner.
19:00. Return to the hotel.
22:00. Tour «Midnight sun» (so called Polar Day). Mount Lisya (height —
423 `meters), the highest point in the vicinity of Murmansk.
08:00. Breakfast.
08:45. Group gathering at the reception.
09:00. Transfer Murmansk—Teriberka.
13:00. Lunch at a restaurant on the sandy shore of the Barents Sea.
14:00. Tour of Teriberka: the rocky coast of the Barents Sea, known as
«dinosaur eggs» due to the unusual for this area shape of the rocks; the
waterfall of the Small Battery Lake; the Small Battery Lake; the artillery
battery of coastal defense since the Second World War.
18:00. Dinner.
20:00. Return to the hotel.
07:00. Breakfast.
08:15. Group gathering at the reception.
08:30. Transfer Murmansk—Sam Syit.
10:30. Tour of Sam Syit village: getting up close to animals: deer, husky,
foxes, arctic foxes, rabbits: riding quad bikes; Sami games; lunch.
14:00. Transfer to Kirovsk, Check in hotel.
18:00. Dinner.
19:00. Sightseeing tour of Kirovsk.
07:00. Breakfast.
07:45. Group gathering at the reception
08:00. Transfer Kirovsk — the tourist base «Kuelporr» (20 km).
Trekking: Vudyavryok river; the waterfall «Krasivyi»; lunch at the tourist
base «Kuelporr»; lake Polygonalnoye.
16:00. Return to the hotel.
19:00. Dinner.
NB: in case of unfavorable weather conditions, the trekking programme
in the Khibiny can be changed; breakfast; visit to the Alpine Botanical
Garden; lunch; ascent to the observation deck of Mount Aikuayvenchorr
by chailift; visiting the Apatit Museum and Exhibition Center.
Breakfast. Transfer to Apatity airport.

Tour Price per person in Euro
Number of tourists
Price p.p.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1145

1045

800

755

645

680

605

595

530

Price includes:
� Transfers from all points of sight
		 locations
� Transfers from and to Murmansk
		 airport
� Meals: breakfast in hotels (buffet);
		 lunch in Sam Syit village; lunch at
		 the tourist center «Kuelporr» (Kirovsk)
� Tours: Full-day guided tours:
		 sightseeing tour of the city
		 «The terraces of Murmansk»; tour
		 of Teriberka; visit to the berry and
		 mushroom processing enterprise
		 «Kola Region»; tour «Middnight sun»
		 (Polar Day), Mount Lisya; tour of
		 Teriberka; tour of Sam Syit village;
		 trekking in the Khibiny.
� Accommodation in Murmansk
		 at hotel «Azimut» or hotel «Park Inn
		 by Radisson Poliarnie Zori».

Rybachy
and Sredny Peninsulas.
Murmansk region
Jeep and hiking tours on the shore
of the mighty Arctic Ocean. Active and
comfortable rest at the end of the world
We usually admire the beauty of the hot southern resorts, the splendor
of Bali, Thailand, the Bahamas. But the charm of the northern latitudes is
no less attractive!
The Kola Peninsula is an endless expanse of tundra, the Arctic Ocean
and unique coastal landscapes. Those who are not afraid of harsh weather
and many hours of off-road driving on the way to the most amazing places
of the Arctic rush here. Usually such expeditions are little associated with
comfort, but on this journey everything is different: You will stay in modern
cottages on the rocky coast of the Barents Sea. Despite the location far from
civilization, the most comfortable conditions have been created here.
Taste dishes from the unique arctic menu- excellent author’s cuisine.

ANY DEPARTURE DATE REQUESTED IN THE PERIOD
JUNE 10th TO SEPTEMBER 30th, 2021 (2 PAX MINIMUM)
4 days/3 nights
Tour can be combined with Moscow or Saint Petersburg (see Stopover
packages)

Day 1.
Discovering
the Kola
Peninsula

Arrival in Murmansk. In the arrival hall of the airport of Murmansk
you will be met by a representative of the tourist agency.
Transfer to the tourist complex «Tundra House».
The first stop on the route is the Valley of Glory, a memorial
complex located on the right bank of the Zapadnaya Litsa River.
The most fierce battles for the Polar region took place here during
the Second World War.
The second stop for lunch in a cafe. The beginning of 30 km of offroad. Musta-Tunturi ridge. Visit to the hill called «Egg», the place of
memory of the thousands of soldiers killed here during the Second
World War. Visit to the Museum of the Defense of the Rybachy and
Sredny Peninsulas.
Moving across the Rybachy and Sredny Peninsulas.
Arrival at the tourist complex «Tundra House», Check in cottages.
Dinner.
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Day 2.
Exploring
the Sredny
Peninsula

Day 3.
Tour of the
Pybachy
Peninsular

Day 4.
Goodbye,
Arctic!

Breakfast.
Exploring the peninsula by offroaders, trekking.
Tour of sights of Nature: the rock cliffs «Two Brothers». Garden of
Red Stones. Water area. The location place of the artillery battery of
Ponochevny.
Lunch.
Memorial «113 artillery division».
Musta-Tunturi ridge.
Dinner.
Breakfast.
Exploring the Rybachy Peninsula by offroaders.
Cape Koroviy, Kskayiy littoral (the ebb and flow area). Cape Nemetsky,
the northernmost point of the European part of Russia. Nemetsky
Lighthouse.
Lunch.
Cape Kekursky, the most beautiful place in the local landscape. Vaida
Bay. Skorbeevka Post.
Departure to Murmansk.
Check in hotel.
Breakfast.
Check-out from hotel. Visit to the fish shop (optional).
Excursions: the world famous «Alyosha» monument. Icebreaker
«Lenin» in Marine Terminal.
Transfer to Murmansk airport.

Price includes:
� Accommodation in the Tourist complex «Tundra House» near the Rybachy
		
		
		

�
		

�
�
�
�
		

�

peninsula (1 cottage, 5 people. Cottages are equipped with satellite TV, Wi-Fi,
a fireplace, comfortable sleeping rooms, a dining room with modern appliances,
panoramic windows with stunning sea views, a bathroom.)
Accommodation in Murmansk (Hotel «Azimut» 4* or Hotel «Park Inn by Radisson
Poliarnie Zori» 4*) double occupancy (1 room, 2 travelers)
Transfers from all points of sight locations (1 offroader for 4 people)
Transfers from and to Murmansk airport
Full-day guided tours
Three meals a day in the Tourist complex «Tundra House» (breakfast, dinner,
homemade dishes from the chef — cook and lunches on the route)
breakfast ( buffet ) in the hotel in Murmansk

Price does not include:
� Plane tickets
� Dinner in Murmansk on the third day
Tour Price per person in Euro
Group
Price

2

3

4

5

1190

965

835

775

Russian Lapland
and Karelia
Nature and Culture. Scenic roads
of the Kola Peninsula and Karelia
JOIN-IN TOUR FOR INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS FROM ALL
COUNTRIES ON GUARANTEED DEPARTURES DATES.
FOR READY GROUPS — ANY AGREED DATE
Murmansk Tours, Karelia Tours, Kizhi Tours, St. Petersburg Tours
8 days/7 nights
Main sights: Nature: taiga, tundra, Aurora Borealis
Culture: Russians, Saami, Karelians and Finns
Architecture: XVIII—XXI сenturies
History: Tzarist Russia, World War II
Dates in 2021/22: 11.09—18.09.21; 09.10—16.10.21; 05.03—12.03.22; 02.04—
09.04.22
Day 1.
Arrive
in Murmansk

Arrive in Murmansk at any time. Transfer to hotel for three
nights («Meridian» or similar). Overnight in Murmansk.
Meals: no

Day 2.
Explore
Murmansk
and chase
the Northern
Lights

Breakfast. City tour of Murmansk. Explore the city center. You will
get to know about the foundation of Murmansk in 1916, World War I
and the Allied Intervention in the Russian Civil War (If the conditions
of seeing Aurora this night are not favorable, we will shift this trip for
another day).
Continue to «Alyosha» Memorial (Memorial to the Defenders of
the Soviet Arctic). The guide will tell about the WWII and the Arctic
Convoys. These convoys, organized by the UK, the USA and Canada,
delivered to the USSR essential supplies: military equipment, fuel,
medicine and food.
Savior on Waters Church. Stop by the memorial devoted to Kursk
submarine accident of 2000.
Murmansk port, «Lenin» icebreaker-museum. Dinner. Murmansk
is a popular Russian foodie destination, known for its fish, seafood
and reindeer. Evening tour out of the city in search of the Northern
Lights. Overnight in Murmansk.

Price:
� Adult — 1390 Euro per person.
� Child 4—16 — 1290 Euro per person.
� Child 0—3 — free of charge.
Supplement for single accommodation
in hotels – 230 Euro.
Supplement for private accommodation
at the train from Murmansk to Medgora:
� when two persons travel in a private
		 cabin, extra payment is 60 Euro per
		 person.
� when one person travels in a private
		 cabin, extra payment is 180 Euro.
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Day 3.
Teriberka
Village

Day 4.
Saami,
indigenous
people
of the Kola
Peninsula

Day 5.
Kizhi Island —
Petrozavodsk

Day 6.
Petrozavodsk,
Karelian
people,
Sortavala

Day 7.
Sortavala,
Ruskeala
by a steam
train,
St. Petersburg
Day 8.
St. Petersburg

Breakfast. A scenic drive to Teriberka village. Along the way, you will
see the interface between the taiga boreal forest, the subarctic foresttundra and the Arctic tundra, three major biomes in the Northern
hemisphere. Explore Teriberka. This old fishing village with numerous
abandoned houses has become a popular tourist destination after
the Russian Oscar-nominated «Leviathan» movie was partly filmed
there. Lunch.Weather permitting — hike to the waterfalls, located at
the Barents Sea coast not far from the village. Return to Murmansk.
Overnight in Murmansk.
Breakfast. Tour to the reconstructed Saami (Lapp) village. It is run by
Saami people and we can get an insight into their culture. The local
guide will tell about Saami traditions, show a typical «kuvaksa» lodge
and corral with reindeers, serve herbal tea and pastries.
Transfer to the train station in the evening, board a comfortable
overnight train and depart for Karelia Province. Dinner and overnight
at train.
~11:50 get off the train in Karelian town of Medgora, take a van and
travel to Oyatevshina, a small village located opposite Kizhi Island
(150 km).
Cross the narrow strait by boat or hovercraft (10 min) and reach Kizhi
Island.
Walking tour of the world-famous Kizhi Museum of Wooden
Architecture.
Continue to Petrozavodsk (300 km).
Dinner at hotel in Petrozavodsk.
Overnight in Petrozavodsk («Fregat» or similar).
Breakfast. City tour of Petrozavodsk, the capital of Karelia Province.
Transfer to the historical Karelian village of Kinerma (110 km).
Tour of the village. Meet the Karelians, indigenous people of
northwestern Russia and Finland. Visit the wooden chapel of the
18th century.
Dinner with traditional local dishes.
Continue to the town of Sortavala (150 km).
Overnight in Sortavala («Piipun-Piha» or similar).
Breakfast.Explore the historical centre of Sortavala with a few
interesting Northern Art Nouveau and Neoclassical buildings.
Scenic train ride from Sortavala to Ruskeala Mountain Park on board
of a vintage steam train decorated in a style of the Russian Empire.
12:00. Walking tour of the marble quarries of Ruskeala.
Independent lunch.
15:00. Continue to St. Petersburg. Arrive in St. Petersburg at about
22:00—23:00 and transfer to hotel for one night.
Overnight in St. Petersburg.
Breakfast. Transfer to the airport or train station.

Price includes:
� Six nights accommodation at hotels in:
		
		

�
		

�
		

�
�
		

�

Murmansk (3), Petrozavodsk (1),
Sortavala (1) and St. Petersburg (1).
One night at train (2nd class 4-berth
cabin)
13 meals — 6 breakfasts, 3 lunches,
1 tea break, 4 dinners
All transport as per the itinerary.
Visits and experiences as per
the itinerary.
English-speaking guide’s services.

Altai

Active tour

Program Highlights:

ANY DEPARTURE DATE REQUESTED IN THE PERIOD
BEGINNING OF JUNE TILL END OF SEPTEMBER
8 days / 7 nights
Tour can be combined with Moscow and Saint Petersburg (see Stopover
packages).
The Altai Mountains, or call it simply Altai (from the Mongolian «altan»
means «golden»), is one of the most significant mountain systems
in Southern Siberia. The highest point of Altai is Belukha Mountain
(4506 m). It looks more like a powerful ice wall rather than a classic
triangle. Belukha is located exactly in the «center of the four oceans» —
the Indian, the Arctic, the Pacific, and Atlantic oceans are equally spaced
from it. Traditional rites and beliefs, Shamanism, Buddhism, Islam,
Christianity (Old Believers and Orthodoxy), various spiritual practices all
these can be found here in Altai Mountains. One of the most powerful
places is the Uymon valley and the surrounding of Belukha mountain.
Altai is called a «Power Place».
Day 1.

Day 2.

Day 3.

Altai Mountain passes.
• Fantastic
Waterfall
cascade Shinok.
• Rafting down
the Katun River.
•
Walking
tour
along
the
•
		 picturesque foothill.
• Excursions on the resort
		 Belokurikha outskirts.
• Acquaintance with Chuisky tract
		 that is included into top 5
		 the most beautiful roads
		 of the world.
Beautiful rivers and their inflows.
Unique architecture, history and
		 culture of Altai.
Perfect program for those who
		 like active tours.
Comfortable accommodation
		 in hotels in resort Belokurikha
		 and in the hostel «Kochevnik
		 (Nomad)» in Mountain Altai.

•
•
•
•

Arrival in Gorno-Altaisk (70 km from Belokurikha). Transfer to Belokurikha resort.
The trip takes about 2 hours. Check in the hotel and relax after the trip.
Meet with driver. Transfer to Belokurikha resort — from 35 euro/pax (supplement).
Lunch.
Sightseeing tour around Belokurikha resort and impressive trip along the
serpentine road to the new resort Belokurikha-2. On observation desks, you’ll
enjoy fascinating mountain landscapes, unusual artworks, and the wild nature.
After the excursion, you can have dinner in a small restaurant «Gogol».
In the evening gusts may walk around the resort area, go to the swimming
pool or visit SPA complexes.
Breakfast. The day of activities. After breakfast, we set off to the Katun River
for rafting. You will spend four hours on an exciting adventure guided by
experienced coaches and travelling on the raft down the Low part of the
Katun river. The way from the resort to the beginning of the rafting point takes
about two hours. Part of our way lays along Chuisky tract and it will be our
first acquaintance with this unique road. When the group arrives to the rafting
point, they get instructions and then breathtaking adventure starts. The group
will overcome three river rapids, and then the goup will have walking tour to
Kamyshlinsky waterfall, entering Ichthyander cave, Russian banya and dinner.
The day of bright emotions! Arrival back to the resort at around 8 pm.
Breakfast. Rest and free time until lunch. After lunch we set off on the
excursion to Altai Hills. In about an hour, we will arrive to the resort «Altaiskoye
kholmogorie» which cosy area and hospitality attract tourists. Not far from the
resort there’s a factory, producing cosmetics and other products made from
Altai herbs, which are very popular among tourists. We will have a walk along
the unique arboretum. It is possible to have lunch here, too. The menu is quite
unusual here. They serve nettle dumplings, beetroot or carrot wine. Arrival
back at around 6 pm. Free time.
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Day 4.

Day 5.

Day 6.

Day 7.

Day 8.

Breakfast. On this day we offer tour for fans of mountain activities. It is
an opportunity to watch the highest waterfall in Altai. We will leave early,
at 7:30 am. The way there will take about 2.5 hrs. During the trip, we will
stop for a snack lunch. After we reach the destination, guests should put
all necessary things (some water, sunglasses, a raincoat, a towel in case you
will have a wish to refresh in the waterfall and something for snack). First,
we go up the mountains by special vehicles. Then we walk through the boreal
forest; go across the Shinok River several times. In about an hour there will be
the first waterfall, later we will see another one and at last, we will come up
to the highest waterfall. There are famous waterfalls in Altai: Mirazh (Illusion)
6 m high, Yog (Yogi) 25 m high, Sedaya Boroda (Gray Beard) 72 m high.
The length of the route is about 10 km but the walk will be pleasant, as you
will be enjoying crystal air and amazing landscapes. Our guests would be
pleased refreshing in the waterfall, which gives a lot of energy.
After getting down the mountains, you will have dinner made on the open
fire and go back to the resort Belokurikha. Approximate arrival time is 10 pm.
Breakfast. The previous day was dynamic and you deserve a long rest.
After lunch, you will go on the excursion to mountain Tserkovka. Local people
call it «sacral». There are stones that send out such strong energy that some
of our guests get answers to their questions. Tserkovka is 801 m high. To get
on the top of it we’ll use cable railway. The views on the way are incredibly
picturesque. During the excursion, you will see rocks called Four Sisters and
Two Brothers and hear a wonderful legend. When the excursion is over you
can walk along the resort area and fill your containers with silver-containing
water. Cable railway to Tserkovka Mountain helps you to enjoy the views
from the top of the mountain. The excursion will not take more than 3 hours.
So, when you have some free time you can visit small souvenir shops, walk
or ride horses or ride in wagon.
Breakfast. Get ready for the journey into Deep Mountain Altai. After breakfast,
at 9 am we start our journey along Chuisky Tract. This road is included into top
five most beautiful roads according to National Geographical Journal.
There are various shapes of mountains and rock bassets, scarp slopes with
overhanging rocks, seething cataracts of the Katun and Chuya, snow caps on top
of mountains, Kuraiskaya Steppe. All these landscape pictures pass by in turn.
Lunch is in a café. Stops in breathe-taking places to learn about archeology
and history of Altai. In the evening when we arrive at tourist complex, check in
and join a picnic on the Chuya River.
Breakfast. After breakfast we will go on the excursion to Geyser Pool and
picturesque Krasnye Vorota (Red Gate), enjoy seeing North-Chuisky snow
white ridge and again head back across passes. We will stop on viewing
platform. We will visi the Volshebnaya Dolina (Magical Valley), the place
where all your energy will be definitely renewed.
Then we reach the hotel that is not far from the airport in Gorno-Altaisk.
Check in. Dinner (on request).
Breakfast. Check out.
Transfer to the airport. Departure to Moscow.

Please, note:
this tour, you need comfortable
• For
clothes, shoes, swimming

•

•
•

costumes, and sunscreen.
It is recommended
to have special trekking shoes to go
up the waterfalls in Mountain Altai.
Travelling along Chuisky Tract
takes a lot of time and it is
necessary to charge your camera
batteries. Besides, it is good
to prepare water,
medicine and other things you may
need to take with you on the bus.
If you wish to stay in a single room
or a luxury one you should apply
to the manager. We will do our best
to satisfy your wish.
If you wish to fill your relaxing with
some health improvement at the
resort, you may buy a voucher.
As soon as the tour is over you can
start to take care of your health.

Tour Price per person in Euro
Hotels
Hotels in resort Belokurikha — 5 nights
(comfort rooms)
Tourist complex «Kochevnik
(Nomad)» in Mountain Altai – 1 night
(comfort rooms)
Hotel in Gorno-Altaisk — 1 night

2

4

6

1590 1080 715

8-10+1

Singl suppl.

430

from 190

Price includes:
�
		
		
		
		
�
		
�
		
�
�
�
�
�

Accommodation in a hotel in the resort
Belokurikha (for 5 nights) and in
a tourist complex in Mountain Altai
(for 1 night), hotel in Gorno-Altaisk
(1 night).
Meals — Breakfasts, lunches/pick
nicks (according the program).
Entrance fees according the program
of the tour.
Payment for the rafting.
Accident insurance.
English speaking guide.
Information service 24/7.
Transport services.

Extra charges:
�
�
�
		
		
�

Transfer from Gorno-Altaisk airport.
Transfer to and from resort Belokurikha.
Services not included in the program
of the tour (horse riding, walking tours,
restaurants, extra excursions).
Meals, not mentioned the program.

Fall in love with Altai

Belokurikha — the Altai Mountains
ANY DEPARTURE DATE REQUESTED ALL YEAR ROUND
6 days / 5 nights
Tour can be combined with Moscow and Saint Petersburg (see Stopover
packages)
Day 1.

Day 2.

Day 3.

Arrival in Novosibirsk, Barnaul, Gorno-Altaisk, Biysk (depends on the available
flight).
Distance to Belokurikha from the cities: Novosibirsk — 360 km; Barnaul —
170 km; Gorno-Altaisk — 70 km; Biysk — 62 km.
Meet with driver. Transfer to Belokurikha resort — from 35 euro/pax (supplement).
Check in at the hotel, free time. Meet with guide after some rest. Guide will
advise you the best restaurants, SPA complexes, cafés, swimming pools, ect.
Breakfast. Meet with guide.
Acquaintance with the Belokurikha resort! During the excursion, you will learn
about the origin of the resort, its legends, infrastructure (including interesting
places for own visits). We will show you the springs where you can get healing
water (take bottles with you). Then we head to the «Belokurikha Mountain» —
the brand new resort complex. We will take the serpentine road to reach it.
It’ll take about 15 minutes to cross the city and reach the beginning of the
amazing route. 20 years ago there was a wild mountain area, but now there
lies one of the most beautiful mountain passes in Siberia. We will pass 12
serpentine road turns at 62 degrees turning angels. For the convenience and
safety of drivers and passengers, the route has 4 road stops and 3 observation
decks along the route to enjoy the incredible views of the mountains. At
the top of the route you will visit art objects, the «Andreevskaya sloboda»
museum. There is also a restaurant with an excellent menu.
Breakfast. After breakfast, we will go for an excursion of resort surroundings —
«The places of Power». On a special transport we will drive to the mountains,
visit the «Four brothers” cliffs, «The Wishing Gate», Turtle cliff, climb the
Kruglaya (Round) mountain (801 m), which has splendid panoramic views.
This excursion will enrich you with lots of interesting facts and powerful
energy. You’ll be fascinated by the beauty and power of these places.
After the excursion, you will have free time to walk around the resort on
special paths of cure.
The guests can visit SPA-complexes (phyto barrel, bathhouse) or ride the
horses. We’ll help you to choose to most suitable option for you.

Program Highlights
and what to expect:
Easy tour – suitable for all ages,
		 especially good for families with
		 children.
The most popular and accessible
		 places in the Altai Mountains.
Get to know the Belokurikha
		 resort and its surroundings.
Exciting meeting with a white
		 voodoo («shaman»).

•
•
•
•
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Day 4.

Day 5.

Day 8.

Breakfast. This is a very eventful day! After breakfast, we take the full-day
sightseeing tour of the Altai Mountains — «The many faces and wonders of
Altai». We will drive for 380 km and return to the resort around 9 pm. First,
we will visit the Tavdinsky caves, which will surprise you with their winding
passageways and bird’s-eye views. We’ll climb to the caves by special stairs.
For those who prefer to stay — there is a great option to walk to the Katun
river through the pine forest. To get more pleasant emotions we cross the
Katun river on motor crafts to the Kamyshlinsky waterfall on the other bank.
You may see rabbits jumping along the area of the waterfall. The ride on moto
crafts along the river is a real adventure! In the village of Chemal, you will
get acquainted with the unique island of Patmos (a temple on the Katun river
island). We will get by the hanging bridge there. Then we will walk along the
path by the Katun river to the Chemalskaya hydro power station. We will have
lunch in a cafe with excellent food. During the day, we will also visit the pride
of Altai – the maralnik (Siberian sakuras). Upon arrival to the hotel you will be
offered late dinner at hotel restaurant.
Additional fee for excursions: entrance to the Tavdinsky cave — 2 euro/pax,
motor crafts — 11 euro/pax, entrance to the maralnik — 2 euro/pax.
Breakfast. On this day after lunch, we will visit the Shaman (voodoo) at the
ethnic park «Legend» and see the chief tambourine of Altai and the welfare
symbol — «Zolotaya baba» (Golden woman), visit the only Russian pantheon
of Slavic Gods. You will learn very interesting facts about the history, culture
and customs of Altai. You will definitely love it!
Dinner at the hotel.
Breakfast. Transfer to the airport. Departure to Moscow.

Tour Price per person in Euro
Hotels
hotel «NEO» 3* at Belokhuriha
resort — 5 nights

2

4

6

8-10+1

Singl suppl.

852

480

320

240

110

Price includes:
�
		
�
�
		
�
�
�

4-night accommodation in hotel
“NEO” at the Belokurikha resort.
Meals — HB (Breakfast, Lunch).
Services of English/German speaking
guide.
Transport services.
24/7 information support.
Excursions within the program.

Extra charges:
�
		
		
�
�
		
		
�
�
		

Transit/Flight to the nearest aero- and
railway Novosibirsk, Barnaul, GornoAltaisk, Biysk.
Transfer to the hotel upon arrival.
Services, not mentioned in the program
(horse rides, dinner in restaurants,
additional excursions).
Meals within the tours.
Entrance fees for the museums &
excursion objects.

Ethnic Tour to Buryatia
Lake Baikal
ANY DEPARTURE DATE REQUESTED ALL YEAR ROUND
(2 PAX MIN)
5 days/4 nights
Tour can be transit or combined with Moscow and Saint Petersburg
(see Stopover packages).
Day 1.

Arrival at the international airport «Baikal» (Ulan-Ude city). Meeting with
guide. Transfer to the sunny capital of Buryatia Ulan-Ude city.

10:30

Departure to the Eastern shore of lake Baikal (140 km), accompanied by
a guide

12:00

Visiting the Sretensky women’s monastery.

14:00

Arrival in Gremyachinsk village. Accommodation in the Park Hotel «Baikal
Riviera», 16:00 Departure to the natural monument «Turtle». Further our way
lies to the ancient resort of Goryachinsk with a thermal spring.Return to the
Special economic zone «Baikal Harbor»: a walk along the embankment near
the mouth of the Turka river.

19:00

Return to the hotel, Rest on the shore of the Great Lake. Meals : B, L, D.

Day 2.
10:00

Departure to Ulan-Ude

12:00

Moving to Zaigraevskiy district of Buryatia to the ethnocomplex «Steppe
Nomad» (Atsagat village, 50 km from Ulan-Ude) for the tour «Acquaintance
with culture and traditions of the Buryats».

13:00

Lunch at the cafe «Steppe Nomad» — national traditional Buryat cuisine.
Transfer to the ethnocomplex: traditional welcome ritual with Khadak
(silk scarf) which is a symbol of hospitality and a white food — a symbol
of prosperity and purity of thought (the rite of «Ugtamzha»).Visit the local
historic Yurt, a story about the Yurt — a traditional house of nomads. The
national game «Shagai» — Buryat checkers lesson.Master-class of the
Buryat national dance «Yokhor».Photographing in national costumes.
Visit the unique felt yurt observatory: acquaintance with the Buryat myths
and legends about the origin of the universe, stars, constellations,
as well as folk signs.
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17:00

Arrival in Ulan-Ude, accommodation at the «Buryatia» hotel.
Meals : B, L

Day 3.
09:00

Departure with a guide to Ivolginskiy Datsan — the center of Buddhism
of Russia, the place of power. The residence of Pandito Khambo Lama
D. Ayusheev – head of the Buddhists of traditional Sangha of Russia,
the largest Buddhist monastery complex, a monument of history and
architecture in Russia

13:00

Lunch in the cafe of the Temple.

14:00

Departure to Ulan-Ude. Upon arrival — city tour.

18.00

Free time. Meals : B, L

Day 4.

Departure to Tarbagatay village (50 km from Ulan-Ude). Walk on the
mountain, with a magnificent view of the Selenga river valley. Old believers
live in the Selenga valley for about 300 years. They moved to Buryatia by
decree of Empress Catherine II and since then have thoroughly settled
these fertile places. They have experienced many things: persecution,
repression, destruction of churches, but to this day they have preserved a
joyful life-loving spirit and intangible culture, which by UNESCO decision of
May 18, 2001 (Paris) is included in the list of «Masterpieces of cultural and
intangible heritage of mankind». The famous old-believers folklore group
«Sudbinushka» welcomes guests and is awarded a special diploma «Living
treasures of the planet». The program of the tour includes a visit to the old
believer Museum, an excursion to the ancient Orthodox Church, an animation
program, for lunch you will have old Russian cuisine.

14:00

Departure to Ulan-Ude

15:00

Arrival to the hotel. Free time, independent visit to the Opera and ballet
theatre. Meals: B, L

Day 5.

Breakfast at the hotel (lunch box). Transfer to airport. Departureю

Tour Price per person in Euro
Number of tourists

12+1

8+1

4

2

Singl suppl.

Price p.p.

340

375

510

806

80

The price includes:
� Accommodation in a standard
		
		
		

�
		
		
		

�
�
�
		

�
�

double room in the hotel
«Buryatia» 3*,
Ulan-Ude 3 nights.
Accommodation at the lake Baikal,
in a standard double room
in the Park hotel «Baikal Riviera»
(1 night).
Meals according to the program.
Excursions according to the program.
Entrance tickets to museums
and places of visits.
Guide services under the program.
Transfers and transport services.

Additional charges:
		
		
		

Tickets to Ulan-Ude and back,
additional excursions and services,
health insurance.

Route of the Romanovs
Yekaterinburg, Tobolsk, Tyumen, Tomsk
8 days/7 nights
Groups only
On this tour you will visit places inextricably linked with the imperial family
and this tragic period in their life. Tour dedicated to the last days of the
Romanovs, A key destination for anyone who wants to truly understand
how the Romanovs met their tragic end is Ekaterinburg – the third largest
city in Russia and the capital of the Urals. For it was here that Nicholas II and
his family spent their last days.
Day 1.
Yekaterinburg

15:50. Arrival to Yekaterinburg from Moscow by SU-1402. Meeting ESG in
arrival hall. City tour around Yekaterinburg and Europe-Asia border (4 h): get
acquainted with the historic center of the city: the dam of the city pond on
the river. Iset (Plotinka), a monument to the founders of the city Tatishchev
and Gennin, the chapel of St. Catherine, the first stone building, merchant
mansions of the XIX century. The history of the Great Siberian tract, the
history of the development of the Urals, the obelisk Europe-Asia. Each
participant receives a personal certificate of crossing the border of Europe
and Asia. Lunch in a local restaurant. Visit of Cathedral on the Blood. The
church in the name of all the Saints of the Russian Land is situated on the
site where the last Russian Tzar was shot. The tour starts from the territory of
the Holy Quarter, where the family was kept in a house owned by engineer
Nikolai Ipatiev. The main shrine of the temple is the reconstruction of the
room where the crime occurred. Excursion in the Museum of Holy Tzar’s
Family at the Patriarchal Compound introduces the unique documents of
the State Archive of the Russian Federation: shrines and relics belonging to
the Royal Family. Arrival to the hotel. Check in & Dinner in the hotel Park Inn
Yekaterinburg 4* or similar. Overnight in Yekaterinburg.

Day 2. Yekaterinburg—Train
09:50

Breakfast and check out before.

10:00

Meet ESG and start a city tour. Visit to Ganina Yama (4 h): During the tour,
you will learn about the last days of the life of the family of Tzar Nicholas II
Romanov in Yekaterinburg. Excursion to the monastery in the name of the
Holy Royal Martyrs on Ganina Yama. The remains of the last Russian Emperor
and his Family were brought here. After the Russian Orthodox Church listed
Nicholas II as a saint in 2000, it was decided to establish a monastery on
Ganina Yama in honor of the Holy Royal Martyrs. The monastery consists of
seven temples by the number of members of the Imperial Family.

14:00

Lunch in a local restaurant.

15:00

Trip to the Neviansk town — the old merchant town. This city is one of the
oldest cities in the Urals, was founded in 1701 on the river Neiva. The first
plant city in history, the best iron in the world, the biggest Tzar-blast furnace,
the first lightning rod, the first experiments on the use of reinforced concrete
technology, secret laboratories for smelting gold and silver.
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20:00

Dinner in a local restaurant.

23:00

Transfer to the railway station with ESG to the train to Tobolsk (upon your
choice). Train №102 depart at 23:59 pm, arr. in Tobolsk at 10:14. Train №310
depart at 00:32 am, arr. in Tobolsk at 10:03. Overnight in the train.

Day 3. TUE — Tobolsk
10:00

Arrive in Tobolsk by train №102. Meet ESG on the platform and transfer to breakfast.

10:30

Breakfast in a local café.

11:30

City tour around Tobolsk. Excursion of the Tobolsk Kremlin, which is called
the Pearl of Siberia. All the princes began their acquaintance with Tobolsk
from a walk through the territory of the Kremlin, visiting the most ancient
temple of Siberia — the Sophia-Assumption Cathedral. Visits to the Museum
of the Family of Emperor Nicholas II, which is located in the memorial
building of the Governor’s House. The royal family stayed in this place in exile
from August 1917 to April 1918. The museum contains a unique subject, which
includes both items belonging to royal persons and those produced by the
suppliers of the imperial court. Visit of Museum of Siberia exploration: the role
of Tobolsk as a center for complex (geographical, natural science, historical
and ethnographic) studies of the region.

13:30

Lunch in a local cafe.

14:30

Trip to Abalak monastery and Abalak tourist complex. Arrival at the tourist
complex «Abalak», which is a reconstruction of the Siberian Burg of the 16th
century. Visit Abalak Monastery of the Holy Sign. Monastery is located in the
village of Abalak on the right bank of the Irtysh, 20 km from Tobolsk. The
monastery is a historical and architectural complex, formed by the middle of the
XVIII century in the Baroque style. During a visit to the monastery, you will learn
the history of its foundation, the history of the miraculous icon of the Mother of
God, a copy of which was gifted to Nicholas II during his Tobolsk exile.

19:00

Arrival to the hotel «Sibir» 3* and/or «Continent» 3* (big groups will be split)
or similar. Check in & Dinner in the hotel. Overnight in Tobolsk.

Day 4. Tobolsk—Tyumen
08:50

Breakfast and check-out before.

09:00

Depart from Tobolsk by private coach to Tyumen city.

11:30

Visit of the Rasputin Museum in the village of Pokrovskoye. Pokrovskoye
is the birthplace of Grigory Rasputin, who predicted to the royal family:
«Whether they will or not, they will come to Tobolsk and, before they die,
they will see my native village.» The exposition of the museum is based on
the personal belongings of the Rasputin family, authentic photographs of
Grigory Rasputin and his family with inscriptions, personal notes of Rasputin.
Lunch on the way in a local café.

16:00

Arrive in Tyumen city. Sightseeing city tour: Tyumen is called the «Gates of
Siberia.» Today Tyumen is the most comfortable city for living among all
Russian cities. You will learn the history of the founding of the city of Tyumen,
as the oil capital of Siberia, and also visit the Siberian Square Park, the Lovers’
Bridge and the only fourlevel embankment in Russia. Excursion «The history
of the House of Romanov in Tyumen». Visit the places where the royal family
stayed: the Kolokolnikov Manor Museum, which Crown Prince Alexander
visited and the Museum « Tzar Dock», a memorable place where the family of
the last Emperor, after walking a few meters along wooden walkways, moved
from the train to the «Russ» ship, going to Tobolsk. (Mon, Tues — days off).

The price includes:
� ESG services as per program
		

in every city.

� Transportations as per program

		
		

via 35—45 seater coach (every person
has 2 seats).
� Meals as per program.
� Entrance ticket to the places of visit
		 as per program.
� Accommodation in the hotels —
		 person in ½ TWIN with breakfast:
		
Yekaterinburg — «Park Inn» 4*;
		
Tobolsk — «Siberia» 3*
			 or «Continent» 3*;
		
Tyumen — «Mercure» 4*;
		
Tomsk — «Art-Plaza» 4*.
� SGL supplement for tour leader
		 in the hotels.

•
•
•
•

Not included:
		
		
		
		

Air tickets;
OP city tour in Novosibirsk;
Alcohol drinks;
Souvenirs.

20:00

Arrival to the hotel. Check in & Dinner in the hotel Mercure Tyumen 4* or
similar. Overnight in Tyumen.

Day 5. Tyumen—Train
08:50

Breakfast and check out before.

09:00

Meet ESG and Yalutorovsk day tour with local lunch.

16:45

Arrival to the train station in Tyumen.

17:33

Depart by train №100 to Novosibirsk. Overnight in the train

Day 6. Train—Novosibirsk—Tomsk
11:55

Arrival in Novosibirsk. Layover. Optionally: city tour of Novosibirsk with lunch.

17:30

Depart by train №142 to Tomsk.

21:56

Arrival in Tomsk. Meet ESG and transfer to the hotel «Art-Plaza» 4* or similar.
Overnight in the hotel in Tomsk

Day 7.
Tomsk

Sightseeing tour of the city «Tomsk under the scepter of the Romanovs». During
the tour, you will be acquainted with the memorable places of the Romanov era,
starting from the 17th century. The last emperor Nicholas II visited Tomsk in 1891,
returning from a trip to the East. You will learn how residents of the city prepared
for a meetingwith Crown Prince Nicholas visit the Resurrection Church, where
the Tomsk Tzar Bell, cast in memory of the coronation of Emperor Nicholas II,
is located. Excursion «Siberian Athens». «The most pleasant memory in dear
Siberia» is an excursion to Tomsk State University with a visit to the Museum
of Rare Books. Excursion to the village of Semiluzhki «Following the route of
Crown Prince Nicholas». In the program of excursion: the traveling wooden
palace of the Crown Prince, the House-Museum «Road Pavilion of the Crown
Prince», the open-air Museum «Semiluzhensky Cossack jail». Lunch in a local
restaurant. Excursion «St. Macarius Nevsky and his relationship with the house of
the Romanovs.» Visit of the Church History Museum at the Epiphany Cathedral.
Excursion «Tomsk Wooden Architecture»: visit to the Blue lace house (former
house of merchant Golovanov). Outside view of merchant Gromov house, House
with firebirds (former merchant Zhelyabo house), house of architect S. Khomich,
Karim-Bay house (former mansion of merchant Khamitov). The main secret of
Tomsk is the secret of Theodore Kuzmich. During the tour, you will know the
main urban legend of Tomsk: Late in the evening, the future emperor secretly
visited the cell of the Tomsk elder Feodor Kuzmich (according to the legend it
was former Emperor Alexander I) and his grave in the fence of the Mother of God
Aleksievsky Monastery. Arrive to the hotel «Art-Plaza» 4* or similar. Check in &
Dinner. Overnight in Tomsk.

Day 8. Flight back to Moscow
06:50

Check-out before. Breakfast or b-box due to the hotel policy.

07:00

Meet ESG and transfer to the airport of Tomsk. End of services.

10:05

Depart to Moscow by SU-1537.

Tour Price per person in Euro
Number of tourists

10+1 15+1

Price p.p.

1010

815

Single
supplement
in the hotels

OP city tour in Novosibirsk
(included ESG & coach up to
6hrs, lunch) group 10+1/15+1

Train tickets in 2nd class as per
program (4 pax in compartment/
2 pax) group 10+1/15+1

80

55/45

160/325
156/315
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The Golden Buckle
of Trans Siberian Railway
Lake Baikal
ANY DEPARTURE DATE REQUESTED IN THE PERIOD
SUMMER—EARLY AUTUMN (2 PAX MIN)
5 days/4 nights
Tour can be transit or combined with Moscow and Saint Petersburg (see
Stopover packages).

Very interesting trip at Irkutsk side
of the Baikal with unforgettable ride
by the retro train along the Circle Baikal road!
Place of travel: the southern part of Lake Baikal
Day 1.

Arrival to Irkutsk airport. Meeting with guide, transfer to a hotel in Irkutsk..
Overnight in Irkutsk hotel.

Day 2.

All-day sightseeing of Lake Baikal and Listvyanka. After breakfast, you
will depart for Lake Baikal and stop by the wooden architecture museum
that recreates the life of the 18th century.After arriving at Lake Baikal, you
will enjoy «Baikal Lake Cruise» (about 1 hour), «Baikal Lake Museum»
and «Nikolskaya Church». Visit the «fish market» where you can buy fish
and souvenirs. For lunch, enjoy the famous «Baikal cuisine» with fish food
made from Baikal fish. After sightseeing, return to the hotel. Overnight in
Listvyanka hotel.

Day 3.

Taking the train and going by the Circle Baikal Rail Road. Before the Great
Socialist revolution (1917) this short part of the TransSiberian Railroad was
called «Gold buckle of the steel belt of Russia». The belt because it joined
two parts of the TransSiberian Railway at the Baikal,and Golden because
this railroad was very expensive more than ever made in Russia that time.
Today the Circle Baikal Rail Road consists of 39 tunnels, 16 stone galleries,
248 viaduct and bridges, one of the most beautiful railway with amazing
Baikal views. Lunch in the train. Take the ride from Port Baikal to Irkutsk. The
journey takes about 8 hours from the morning till evening. Arrival to Irkutsk.
Transfer to the hotel. Overnight in Irkutsk hotel.

Day 4.
Day 5.

Irkutsk city tour. After dinner, retun to the hotel in Irkutsk. Overnight.

Price includes:
� Accommodation: «Maryott 4*»
		
		

� Guide with English, German, French,
		

Chinese, Korean

� Excursion by the retro train along
		
		

the Circle Baikal Railway, boat trip
at the Baikal (1hour)

� Transportation: minivan,
		

Transfer to the airport. Departure.

in Irkutsk (3 nights), «Krestovaya Pad»
in Listvyanka (1 night)

bus depending on the group number)

� Rise on the chairlift road
		
		

Tour Price per person in Euro
Number of tourists

10+1

8+1

4

2

Single supplement

Price

545

650

695

977

195

to Cherskiy stone, visiting museums
according to the program

� Irkutsk city tour and visiting museums
		

according to the program

� Meals — Full board

The Splendor of Aurora Borealis

The Putorana Plateau at Taymyr peninsula
(Russian Arctic) and Northern Lights
10 days /9 nights
Tour can be combined with Moscow or Saint Petersburg (see Stopover
packages)
The majestic Putorana Plateau is located in a remote, northern part
of Siberia. Why is it unique? No civilization, for hundreds of kilometers
around there are no traces of people, the virgin land of wild nature. It’s
a kingdom of clean lakes and rivers, full of fish, high waterfalls, tableformed mountains (max 1701 m) and Northern Lights. In 2010, the Putorana
Reserve was inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List. This place can
be reached only by helicopter ,hovercraft or by boat.
The tour does not require special physical training. A tourist is required
to be ready to neglect the usual level of comfort of a city resident.
Hiking and outdoor holiday experiences are welcome.
This is a unique tour as it offers a chance to repeatedly admire the Northern
lights, which regularly occur in this area in September. But September
is famous not only for the Northern lights, but also for very spectacular
sunsets.The sun very gently goes below the horizon, and on the eve of long
winter and the Polar night, sets beautifully over the horizon.
NB: on all routes tourists are accompanied by experienced rangers
who know the area well and have experience working with tourists.
The number of rangers accompanying the group depends on the size
of the group and ranges from 2 to 5. If the group is very different in
physical training, it is divided into two or more smaller groups, each
of which is accompanied by a ranger. All rangers have walkie-talkies
and are in constant contact with each other and the tour base.
NB: in order to see the Northern Lights, you need a dark, clear night.
If there are thick clouds in the sky, you won’t see any Aurora on the Sky.
There also needs to be solar flares on the sun or solar wind; Northern
lights are not guaranteed. Even if you’re at a high latitude during the
Aurora season and there is some solar activity, the forecast sometimes
fails. The Northern Lights can appear for minutes or hours
Dates in 2021: 11—20.09; 18—27.09; 25.09—04.10; 02—11.10
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Day 3. (Monday).

Day 2 (Sunday).

Day 1 (Saturday).

39
Meeting at the Alykel airport. Transfer to Norilsk city. Lunch.
Transfer to the Valek jetty. KC-100 boats take you to the Lama lake. The
vessels have spacious cabins with a capacity of 10—12 seats and a deck for
passengers who want to explore the surrounding landscape.
The route is 165 km and travel time is round 6—7 hours. The trip itself is very
entertaining and informative : You will see the entire transition from the valley,
lowland forest tundra in the Norilka river floodplain, to the Northern taiga in
the heart of the Putorana plateau.
Arrival at the Bunisyak tour base, which is located in the most remote Eastern
end of Lama lake. The base is located in the dense larch forest, near the
mouth of Vekhikay river.
Dinner.
If you are lucky, as soon as it gets dark, guests have a chance to see the
Northern or Polar lights. This is a truly stunning sight that makes a lasting
impression on everyone, especially those who see it for the first time...
Every evening after dinner Guests can:
• go fishing from the shore;
• rent a motorboat for trolling;
• can take a walk in the nearby forest;
• sauna upon request;
• have very interesting guided tours of the unique ethnographic museum
located in the halls of the guest house. The museum shows unique items
of everyday life associated with the indigenous inhabitants of Taimyr. The
owner of the guest house Oleg Krashevsky, is recognized by the local Taimyr
people — Nganasans and the Dolgans- as a Russian White shaman (spirit
man). Thanks to this recognition, he was able to collect items of shamanistic
cult, which have no analogues. Visitors can listen to lectures on geology,
archeology, history, shamanism, culture and ethnography of Taimyr. Unique
exhibits of the museum are cult items.
• you can visit the sacred twelve-turn Hyperborean labyrinth, located 500
meters from the tour base.
Breakfast. Excursion route «The Crying Cliffs». The total length of the route
is about 15 km. Travel time is from 6 to 8 hours, depending on the group’s
physical form, accompanied by rangers.
Departure by motor boat to the Crying Cliffs, 2.5 km from the base.
This is a unique place, the only one on all the Norilsk lakes. Here, steep rocks
12—15 meters high, vertically sink into the lake 20—25 meters deep. Several
streams run down the cliffs, the largest of which form beautiful waterfalls that
fall directly into the lake.
Dinner with national Dolgan and Nganasan dishes.
Breakfast. Guided tour «The valley of Vekhikay river». The total length of
the route is about 15 km. Travel time is from 4 to 8 hours, depending on
the group’s physical shape, accompanied by rangers. We go out to the
picturesque canyon cut by Vekhikay in about 1.5 km from the tour base.
Then we ascend along the riverbed to the mouth of the first right tributary, and
start climbing up along it. Camping snack, thermos tea, sandwiches, sweets.
We exit to the cascade of waterfalls, climb higher and go to the observation
deck, which offers a picturesque view of the Lama lake valley, the Talaya and
the Bunisyak rivers.Return home.
Dinner with national Dolgan and Nganasan dishes.

Day 4 (Tuesday).
Day 5 (Wednesday).
Day 6 (Thursday).
Day 7 (Friday).
Day 8
(Saturday).

Breakfast. Excursion route «The Ascent to the Plateau above the Idol».
The total length of the route is about 17 km. Travel time is from 6 to 8 hours,
depending on the group’s physical shape, accompanied by rangers.
Departure by motorboat to the edge of a high terrace at the base of the
mountain. Climb to the terrace. There are beautiful views of Lama lake.
As we climb higher, the views become more and more epic. The climb
becomes more difficult. You should follow the kurumniki (cliff debris piles),
which are relatively safe on this climb.And here, at last, is the Putorana plateau
itself! Unearthly, cosmic landscapes. A plateau stretching into infinity.
Camping snack, thermos tea, sandwiches, sweets. Next — a walk along the
edge of the plateau. Return route. Exit to the lake shore and by motor boat
return home. Dinner.
Guided tour «Up the river Khoysi River». The total length of the route is from
15 to 25 km, upon group request. Travel time is 6—8 hours depending on the
group’s physical shape, accompanied by rangers. Departure by motor boats to
the mouth of the Khoysi river.
The first part of the way passes through the terraces of the Khoysi river.
Following the terraces we go to the Khoysi grand canyon. The height of the
cliff walls is up to 15-20 meters. It stretches for several kilometers.
Camping snack, fireplace, tea, sandwiches, sweets.
The return route is by your own track. Dinner.
Guided tour «A Trip around Lama lake.» The tour is on Kazanka 2 M highspeed motorboat. The total length of the route on water is about 95 km, on
foot — about 11 km. Accompanied by rangers. We reach the mouth of the
Neralakh river, which is 38 km away from the tour base.
We go up to the picturesque terrace covered with a larch and birch tree
forest. 1.5 kilometers from the lake on this river is a very beautiful canyon.
At the top of the canyon is a large spectacular waterfall, which could be
approached very close.
On the return route, we walk along the spectacular terrace to the place where
the boats berth.We cross the lake and reach the isthmus between lakes Lama
and Capchug. Capchug lake is smaller than Lama lake, it is 12 km long and
1 to 3 km wide. The isthmus between the lakes is only 400 meters wide. It
offers scenic views of both lakes.
Return to tour base.
Dinner.
Breakfast. Guided tour «The Pioneer Route».
This name was given because of the simplicity and accessibility of this route.
Usually we put this tour after a difficult and heavy climb to the plateau. Its
total length is about 10 kilometers. Travel time is from 5 to 7 hours depending
on the group’s physical shape.Departure by motorboats to the shore opposite
the mouth of the Bucharama river, which is about 7 kilometers away from
the base.We go out into the valley of a small stream and then move along it.
Higher up the stream we approach cascades of waterfalls. We climb higher
along the stream, passing several more spectacular waterfall.
In the evening, guests will have a farewell dinner.
Breakfast. Packing. Departure to Norilsk.
Snacks in the middle of the road (hot thermos tea, sandwiches, sweets).
Upon arrival, accommodation at the «Norilsk» hotel. Dinner.
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Day 10 — Day 9
final day (Sun(Monday). day).
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Excursion program in the city of Norilsk with city tour, lunch and
accommodation in Norilsk.
Breakfast.
Transfer to Alykel airport.
Flight to Moscow.

Price € 1920 p.p. in DBL; 2400 p.p. in SGL
Price includes:
� English/German speaking guides’s

		
		

�

		

�

		

�
�

		

�

		

�

		
		

�
�

along the whole trip (except day
in Norilsk).
Booking and accommodation
in the «Norilsk» hotel.
Meeting and seeing off at the Norilsk
airport.
Transfers according to the program.
Accommodation at the «Bunisyak»
tour base in 3—5 bed rooms.
Work of accompanying rangers and
instructors, 8 hours a day,
Meals according to the program,
except meals in cafes and restaurants
in Norilsk
All the listed sightseeing routes.
Sauna, twice per trip, for 2 hours.

Additional fees:
� Return flight ticket to Norilsk.
� Meals in city cafes and restaurants

		

in Norilsk.

		

(for the entire duration of the tour).

		

for personal purposes.

� Alcoholic and low-alcohol beverages
� Use of satellite communications
� Voluntary medical insurance

		 (including medical and transport
		 services).
� Overtime working hours
		 of the tour guide.
� Tips for guides and base staff.
� Sauna more than 4 hours included
		 in the program.
� Supplement for single
		 accoommodation.

NB!!! Polar Circle permission The Russian Security Service requires
a special permission to enter Norilsk city. We kindly ask you to provide
us a copy of your passport and Russian visa 60 days before departure

The Land of Two Religions
Weekend tour: Kazan—Yelabuga—Sviyazhsk
ANY DEPARTURE DATE REQUESTED ALL YEAR ROUND
(2 PAX MIN)
3 days/2 nights
Tour can be combined with Moscow or Saint Petersburg (see Stopover
packages)

Day 1

Arrival to Kazan (central railway station/airport). Meeting the guide.
Breakfast. Highlight tour around the city which includes visit to Kazan
Kremlin (main sightseeing of history and architecture located in the Kremlin,
Kul Sharif mosque). Tour also includes historical part of the city: Bulak creek,
Kamal Tatar Drama, stylish Tatar village «Tugan Avilim» (native village),
Millennium park, Bauman and Peterburgskaya (pedestrian) streets, Tukay
and liberty squares, National cultural centre «Kazan» and modern part of
the city which includes tour around Universiade buildings (World Student
Games which took place in Kazan in 2013), family centre «Chasha» (in the
form of cup), new puppet theatre, Basket-hall. Lunch in the local cafe.
Excursion to Kazan Kremlin. Duration — 4 hours.
Transfer to the hotel. Check in. Free time.

Day 2

Breakfast. Excursion to Yelabuga (a merchant town on the Kama river. You’ll
see monuments of architecture and archeology of the X—XII centuries).
Lunch in Yelabuga.
Excursions to museums of Shishkin, Tsvetaeva, Durova. Departure to Kazan.
Duration — 12 hours.

Day 3

Breakfast. Meeting the guide. Excursion to Sviyazhsk island. It is located 70
km from Kazan (1 hour). You will get acquainted with armoury of different
centuries. In 1551 in 4 weeks was built this town, which firstly was built in
Uglich and sent to Sviyazhsk. This town became combat outpost of Ivan
the Terrible before Kazan conquest. Mostly all ancient buildings remain
till nowadays. Sviyazhsk hots the oldest cristian Church on the Volga,
the wooden Trinity Church. The solitary and pure nature of the island is
preserved with no industry or public transport allowed on the island.
Arrival to Kazan. Lunch in the local cafe. Duration — 6 hours
Transfer to railway station/airport/river port

Tour Price per person in Euro
Group
Hotel

2

4

6—8

10+1

15+1

Tatar Inn 3*

625

375

285

255

220

Ibis 3*, Bilyar Palace 4*

625

370

297

255

235

Shalyapin 4*

650

398

325

285

265

Mirage 5*

715

460

333

360

305

Price includes:
�
�
�
		
�
�
�
		

Hotel accommodation (TWIN/DBL).
Meals according to the program.
Services of a licensed English
or German speaking guide.
Transport service.
Excursions according program.
Entrance fees to museum
according program.

Price doesn’t include:
� Flight to/from Kazan or train tickets
		 to/from Kazan.
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Halal Tour To Tatarstan
Kazan—Bolgar

ANY DEPARTURE DATE REQUESTED ALL YEAR ROUND
(2 PAX MIN)
4 days/3 nights
Tour can be combined with Moscow or Saint Petersburg (see Stopover
packages)

Hotel accommodation (TWIN/DBL).
Meals according to the program
(Halal).
Services of a licensed English/
German speaking guide..
Transport service.
Excursions according program.
Entrance fees to museum
according program.

Price doesn’t include:
� Flight to/from Kazan or train tickets to/
		 from Kazan

Tour Price per person in Euro
15+1

Group

10+1

Day 4

Breakfast. Check out until 12:00! Meeting the guide in the hotel hall.
Old Tatar Settlement is a unique district of Kazan, valuable in both cultural
and architectural way. Here you will see the life, culture and customs
of Kazan Tatars, and also visit the oldest mosque. This excursion is for
those who want to get the first-hand knowledge about hospitality traditions
of Kazan Tatars. Duration — 2 hrs.
Transfer to airport.

�
�
		
�
		
�
�
�
		

6—8

Day 3

Breakfast. Meeting the guide in the hotel hall. Excursion to Bolgar. The
Bolgar Preserve is one of few, if not the only, Volga Tatar historical and
architectural complex of its kind. It is located on the craggy left bank of the
Volga, 195 km from Kazan. It was here in Bolgar that the first foundations
of todayʼs Tatar state were laid, and here that Bolgary, capital of Volga
Bulgaria, officially converted to Islam and tied its fate to the cultures of
the Muslim world. The preserve is classified as a historical and cultural
heritage site of federal significance, and as an especially valuable site of
cultural heritage of the Republic of Tatarstan. In 2014, Bolgar Historical
and Architectural Museum-Reserve was included in UNESCO list of World
Cultural and Natural Heritage.
Lunch in the local cafe. Arrival to Kazan. Duration — 11 hrs.

Price includes:

TatarInn 3*

615

420

345

300

265

Bilyar
Palace 4*

620

435

360

295

280

Mirage 5*

745

520

410

450

385

4

Day 2

Breakfast. Meeting the guide in the hotel hall. Excursion to ethnic Tatar
village. Tour includes meeting in national style with accordeon, visiting
the oldest mill of Tatarstan which still functions. Also we’ll introduce you
with national traditions and musical instruments. We also visit wooden
mosque which is being built according to the sketch of XVII century,
petting zoo. We also organize a workshop in Tatar cuisine.
Duration — 5 hrs. Free time. Tatar Folk Dinner show. — 1,5 hrs.
Theatricalized folk show «Kazan». The theatrical action takes the guests
to the ancient Tatar legends, whose characters acquaint guests with the
history of Kazan through songs and dances.

2

Day 1

Arrival to Kazan (airport). Meeting the guide. Transfer to Hotel. Check in
after 14:00. Meeting with guide in the hotel hall.
Highlight tour around the city which includes Kazan Kremlin and historical
part of the city. Duration — 4 hrs. Free time.

Hotel

Moscow Stopover Tour
2 days/1 night
Day 1.

Arrival in Moscow. Meet with guide. Transfer to the hotel. Check in. Dinner — on
request (not included).

Day 2.

Breakfast. Moscow city tour — (3 hours). Includes all main highlights of Russian
capital. Our professional guide will tell you about the history, culture and sights
of Moscow. You will see St. Basil cathedral, the State Historical Museum, the
grandiose Cathedral of Christ the Saviour; New Maiden Convent with its cemetery
where most celebrated people are buried. You will be shown the panoramic
view of all Moscow at Sparrow hills, Poklonnaya Hill, Kutuzosky Avenue and New
Arbat Street. Lunch in the city (included). Kremlin territory with one Cathedral.
Armory Chamber (not included, supplement — 30 Euro/pax).
Arbat Street (famous pedestrian street) + Metro.
Transfer to the airport. Departure.

Tour Price per person in Euro
(LOW SEASON — end of October, November, December 2021)
Hotel

2–4

6–8

10+1

15+1

20+1

S.Suppl

Hotel 3*

370

260

200

200

180

40

Tour inclusions:
 � Accommodation: 3—4—5*.

Hotel 4*

375

260

210

200

195

55


Hotel 5*

460

330

265

250

230

110

Tour Price per person in Euro
(HIGH SEASON — from May till end of October)
Hotel

2–4

6–8

10+1

15+1

20+1

S.Suppl

Hotel 3*

405

290

230

215

190

55

Hotel 4*

410

300

225

220

215

65

Hotel 5*

480

340

310

280

270

120

		

Hotel in Moscow with breakfast.

� Lunch in the city.
 � Transportation with European
		
		
		
		

speaking guide (2—4 pax — minivan
(up to 6 seats), 6—10 pax — minibus
(up to 15 seats), from 15—20 pax —
bus from 45 pax)
 � Entrance Fees according the program.
 � FOC in SNGL accommodation
		 for 10+1, 15+1, 20+1.

3* — City Comfort, Cosmos, Izmailovo Gamma, Izmailovo Beta/similar
4* — Vega, Alfa, Holiday Inn, Novotel/similar
5* — Peter I, The Rooms Boutique Hotel, Hilton Leningradskaya, Mamaison Pokrovka/similar
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Moscow Stopover Tour
3 days /2 nights
Day 1.

Arrival in Moscow. Meet with guide. Transfer to the hotel. Check in. Dinner — on
request (not included).

Day 2.

Breakfast. Moscow city tour — (3 hours). Includes all main highlights of
Russian capital. Our professional guide will tell you about the history, culture
and sights of Moscow. You will see St. Basil cathedral, the State Historical
Museum, the grandiose Cathedral of Christ the Saviour; New Maiden Convent
with its cemetery where most celebrated people are buried. You will be shown
the panoramic view of all Moscow at Sparrow hills, Poklonnaya Hill, Kutuzosky
Avenue and New Arbat Street. Lunch in the city (included). Kremlin territory with
one Cathedral; Armory Chamber (not included, supplement – 30 euro/pax).
Arbat Street (famous pedestrian street) + Metro.

Day 3.

Breakfast. Check out. Transfer to the airport, no guide (guide only for groups
from 10+1). Departure.

Tour Price per person in Euro
(LOW SEASON — end of October, November, December 2021)
Hotel

2–4

6–8

10+1

15+1

20+1

S.Suppl

Hotel 3*

450

320

275

250

230

75

Hotel 4*

440

310

280

270

240

90

Hotel 5*

510

390

340

330

300

160

10+1

15+1

20+1

S.Suppl

Tour Price per person in Euro
(HIGH SEASON — from May till end of October)
Hotel

2–4

Hotel 3*

6–8

460

330

290

265

240

90

Hotel 4*

460

340

300

275

250

100

Hotel 5*

550

440

400

355

320

185

3* — City Comfort, Cosmos, Izmailovo Gamma, Izmailovo Beta/similar
4* — Vega, Alfa, Holiday Inn, Novotel/similar
5* — Peter I, The Rooms Boutique Hotel, Hilton Leningradskaya, Mamaison
Pokrovka/similar

Tour inclusions:
 � Accommodation: 3—4—5*. Hotel in Moscow with breakfast.
 � Lunch in the city.
 � Transportation with European speaking guide (2—4 pax — minivan (up to 6 seats), 		
		

6—10 pax — minibus (up to 15 seats), from 15—20 pax — bus from 45 pax)

� Entrance Fees according the program.
 � FOC in SNGL accommodation for 10+1, 15+1, 20+1.


Saint-Petersburg Stopover Tour
2 days /1 night
Day 1.

Arrival in St. Petersburg. Meet with guide. Transfer to the hotel. Check in.
Dinner — on request (not included).

Day 2.

Breakfast. Saint-Petersburg city — sightseeing tour where you will see the
heart of Saint-Petersburg and feel the soul of the Emperor capital of Russia.
Nevsky prospect, Kazan Cathedral, St.Isaac Square, Neva River embankment,
Bronze Horseman, St. Saviour on Spilt Blood.
Peter and Paul Fortress — the oldest building in the city and the burial place of
the Russian Tsars from Peter the Great.
Lunch in the city (included).
Hermitage — one of the biggest museums and collections of the works of
famous painters in all Russia and World.
Transfer to the airport. Departure.

Tour Price per person in Euro
(LOW SEASON — end of October, November, December 2021)
Hotel

2–4

6–8

10+1

15+1

20+1

S.Suppl

Hotel 3*

410

290

270

250

240

80

Hotel 4*

430

310

300

270

255

95

Hotel 5*

460

340

330

295

260

130

Tour inclusions:
 � Accommodation: 3—4—5*.
		
		

Tour Price per person in Euro
(HIGH SEASON — from May till end of October, black out dates: June 2021 —
SPIEF (dates TBA); UEFA — 12.06, 16.06, 21.06, 02.07)

�
�




Hotel

2–4

6–8

10+1

15+1

20+1

S.Suppl

Hotel 3*

445

320

315

265

250

80

Hotel 4*

480

350

335

290

270

95

		
		
		
		

Hotel 5*

510

370

365

320

295

130



3* — Neptun, Baltya, Matisov Domik, Rossya, Meininger/similar
4* — Art Nuvo , Golden Age, Akyan, Rus-hotel, Saint-Petersburg/similar
5* — Sokos Palace Bridge, Petro Palace/similar

�
�


		

Hotel in Saint-Petersburg
with breakfast.
Lunch in the city.
Transportation with European
speaking guide (2—4 pax — minivan
(up to 6 seats), 6—10 pax — minibus
(up to 15 seats), from 15—20 pax —
bus from 45 pax)
Entrance Fees according the program.
FOC in SNGL accommodation
for 10+1, 15+1, 20+1.
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Saint-Petersburg Stopover Tour
3 days /2 nights
Day 1.

Arrival in St. Petersburg. Meet with guide. Transfer to the hotel. Check in.
Dinner — on request (not included).

Day 2.

Breakfast. Saint-Petersburg city — sightseeing tour where you will see the
heart of Saint-Petersburg and feel the soul of the Emperor capital of Russia.
Nevsky prospect, Kazan Cathedral, St. Isaac Square, Neva River embankment,
Bronze Horseman, St. Saviour on Spilt Blood.
Peter and Paul Fortress — the oldest building in the city and the burial place of
the Russian Tsars from Peter the Great.
Lunch in the city (included).
Hermitage — one of the biggest museums and collections of the works of
famous painters in all Russia and World.

Day 3.

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport, no guide (guide — for groups from 10+1 pax).
Departure.

Tour Price per person in Euro
(LOW SEASON — end of October, November, December 2021)
Hotel

2–4

6–8

10+1

15+1

20+1

S.Suppl

Hotel 3*

425

280

280

250

230

80

Hotel 4*

440

300

290

260

230

90

Hotel 5*

500

375

370

330

290

160

Tour Price per person in Euro
(HIGH SEASON — from May till end of October, black out dates: June 2021 —
SPIEF (dates TBA); UEFA — 12.06, 16.06, 21.06, 02.07)
Hotel

2–4

6–8

10+1

15+1

20+1

S.Suppl

Hotel 3*

460

340

330

300

270

110

Hotel 4*

495

370

360

325

300

150

Hotel 5*

540

410

420

390

350

190

3* — Neptun, Baltya, Matisov Domik, Rossya, Meininger/similar
4* — Art Nuvo , Golden Age, Akyan, Rus-hotel, Saint-Petersburg/similar
5* — Sokos Palace Bridge, Petro Palace/ similar

Tour inclusions:
 � Accommodation: 3—4—5*. Hotel in Saint-Petersburg with breakfast.
 � Lunch in the city.
 � Transportation with European speaking guide (2—4 pax — minivan (up to 6 seats), 		
		

6—10 pax — minibus (up to 15 seats), from 15—20 pax — bus from 45 pax)

� Entrance Fees according the program.
 � FOC in SNGL accommodation for 10+1, 15+1, 20+1.


Military Heritage Tour
Moscow
ANY DEPARTURE DATE REQUESTED ALL YEAR ROUND
(GROUPS ONLY)
8 days/7 nights
Day1.

Arrival to Moscow. Meet with guide and driver. Hotel Check in. Dinner in the
hotel.

Day 2.

Moscow city tour (3,5—4 hours). Includes all main highlights of Russian capital.
Lunch.
The Museum of Cold War (Bunker-42). It`s a unique museum dedicated to
important period in human history named Cold War. Museum transfers you to 50th
when relationship between USA and Soviet Union became critical and world lived
in expectation of atomic war. Museum represents a nuclear bunker, which was
built in 1951 by the order of Stalin. Bunker was built with the same techniques like
a metro and actually bunker has a common tunnels with Moscow subway.

Day 3.

Armed Forces Central Museum, which walks you through military history
from the beginning of the first regular army to the present time. The exhibition
consists of over 800,000 military items. In the main area of the museum, you will
see armed vehicles and equipment from cannons which were used during the
1918-1922 Civil War right up to today’s modern ballistic missiles.You will see and
learn many new facts about arms and weapons from the World War II period,
including modern artillery, rockets and aviation equipment (tank T-80, surfaceto-air missile system С-300, a supersonic bomber with variable wing positions
(changeable geometry of a wing) of the Su-24, MiG-29 and Su-27 jet fighters,
a Soviet rocket СС-20 and an American rocket «Pershing-2»).
Lunch.
Submarine — Museum B-396. Diesel Submarine was built in Nizhniy Novgorod
and served in the North Fleet between 1980 and 2000. You will be taken to the
torpedo section where you will see six torpedo tubes and the crew’s diving suits.
Also you will visit the accommodation section by walking through the control
room where you can learn how to navigate. The museum guide will tell you about
the unique and critical role of Russian submarines in a peace-keeping mission.

Day 4.

Air Force Museum in Monino is located approximately 38 kilometers (24 miles)
from Moscow and it is the largest and best aviation museum in Russia. Many of
the Russian aviation Design Bureaus (Tupolev, Ilyushin, Antonov, Mikoyan, etc.)
have contributed exhibits and resources to the museum and its maintenance.
The aircrafts are in surprisingly good shape and most are sitting on the original
tires they landed at the Monino airfield with. This is a testament to the museum
employees who have a great historical legacy to preserve.
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Day 5.

Museum Of Great Patriotic War is located in the base of the Memorial Victory
Complex on Poklonnaya Hill and covers more than 48.000 square meters.
The Museum consists of the Entry Hall, the Halls of Glory and Memory, the
Picture Gallery and six dioramas devoted to the most dramatic battles of the
Great Patriotic War, two movie theatres, a hall for veterans’ meetings and an
exhibition hall.
Lunch.
Vadim Zadorozhny’s Retro Vehicle and Military Museum is one of the largest
in Europe private museum of vintage technical equipment. The best old
time vehicles and enginery of the last century have been collected here
diligently for a long period of time: military equipment, weaponry, aviation,
motorcycles, and of course oldtime cars. The majority of them are fully
restored and even in case of non-driving condition, undoubtedly, all of them
look perfect. In museum you can also book a master class of assembling
and disassembling of historical assault rifle — AK-47 and order riding on
some oldtime cars and military vehicles with a driver on the territory of the
museum complex.

Day 6.

Patriot Park and Kubinka Tank Museum tour located in Kubinka, about 40
kilometers west of Moscow, the Russian Ministry of Defense offers unique
entertainment. You could hardly find anything similar in the world. Patriot
Park is located on an area of 50 square kilometers. This unique place
has collected real examples of space technology, aircrafts and armored
vehicles. Nowhere in the world one can see all the models of MIG fighters
or climb all varieties of Russian tanks. Visitors can take pictures of SOYUZ
space station, with the assistance of trainer one can practice to disassemble
real AK-47 machine guns. A special 10 km railway was built to deliver heavy
military equipment.

Day 7.

Optional Choice Excursions:
• Military style activities in Moscow suburb: Tanks driving in Russia is a real
opportunity to variegate your everyday life and get a bunch of emotions.
We offer you a supercool entertainment: riding in numerous types of military
armored vehicles and overcoming woodlands, swampy areas, hardly
passable roads and various obstacles in a quite hardcore way; driving a
real tank along the specifically designed routes; the possibility of shooting
various types of small arms (machine guns, Kalashnikov rifles) while riding in
armored vehicles. And, sure enough, all that will be accompanied by realistic
sounds ambience and pyrotechnics explosions, allowing you to feel a surge
of adrenaline first-hand. In addition, you will be provided by friendly attention
and service, you will be able to taste the military field cuisine sitting in
comfortable tents, and enjoy the real fun of military songs and dances.
• Shooting Range in Moscow (Center) you can fire various types of small
arms. The shooting distance is up to 25 meters. A brief on safe handling of
weapons will be provided by the instructors.Pistols: CZ-75 SP-01 Shadow;
Glock 17; Glock 35; BUL Cherokee; Yarygin Pistol Viking; Assault Rifles: АК47; АК-74 (Saiga);RPK (Kalashnikov medium machine gun)
• MIG-29, L-29 and L-39 jet trainer flights is the best choice for addicts of
adrenaline, high speeds and thrill! You don’t need any preliminary training
or any specific health conditions. The program complexity depends only on
your personal preferences. Jet flights take place in a region of Moscow, your
instructors are experienced pilots with thousands of flight hours.
• We can offer you a deal of unique tourist programs: zero-G flights,
tours to the MCC and Star City, accomplishment of cosmonauts training
programs’ elements, tours to Baikonur to view the launch, expeditions to
the landing sites.

Day 8.

Departure to the airport.

Tour Price per person in a group in Euro
(LOW SEASON — March, April/end of October, November, December 2021)
Hotel
4* hotel

Number of pax in a group/price
10+1

15+1

850

740

S.Suppl
280

4* hotel

Number of pax in a group/price
10+1

15+1

870

760

		
		

�

		

Tour Price per person in Euro
(HIGH SEASON — from May till end of October)
Hotel

Price includes:
� Hotel accommodation
� Meals — HB
� All transfers and transport during

�

		

S.Suppl
290

tourist program (arrival/departure —
bus, tours — minibus)
European- speaking guide during
the program
Tourist program with all entrance
tickets
1 FOC

�
Additional:
� Optional excursions
� Prolongation of transport and guide
		

(longer than planned by program).

International aviation
and space salon MAKS-2021
Moscow tour package
20—25 July, 2021
MAX occupies one of the leading places among the world’s largest
air forums. The main purpose of MAKS is to demonstrate Russian high
technologies and openness of the Russian domestic market for joint
projects with foreign partners.
MAKS is held in the city of aviation science and technology — Zhukovsky
(40 km from Moscow), at the airport of the Central test base of the
country — Flight research Institute. M. M. Gromov.
As part of the business program, which includes more than one and
a half hundred events, scientific conferences, business meetings and
negotiations, demonstration flights for professionals. In addition, MAKS
organizes large-scale airshows for guests with the participation of more
than eight dozen aircraft and the best Russian and foreign aerobatic
teams.
Only the International Aviation and Space Salon demonstrates
prototypes of aircraft, combat systems and experimental units that
cannot be presented outside Russia. World premieres of the best
Russian civil and military aircraft as well as premieres of the newest
foreign aircraft were held on this platform.
Today, the Russian MAKS is among the ten largest world air forums,
including Le Bourget and Farnborough, ILA Berlin Air Show, Dubai
Airshow, Airshow China and others.
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Moscow Tour Package

5 days/4 nights

Day 1.

20 July,
Tuesday

Arrival in Moscow. City tour. Lunch in city restaurant. Transfer to
the hotel. Check in. Bus & guide 6 hrs.

Price includes:
� Accommodation in 3—4—5* Hotel

Day 2.

21 July,
Friday

08:00 — Meeting with guide. Departure to Zhukovsky (Moscow
area). Day at MAKS-2021 airshow till 16:00. Bus & guide 10 hrs.

		
		

Day 3.

22 July,
Saturday

09:00 — Meeting with guide. Departure to Zhukovsky (Moscow
area). Day at MAKS-2021 airshow till 16:00. Bus & guide 10 hrs.

Day 4.

23 July,
Sunday

10.00 — Kremlin (territory + cathedrals). Lunch.
Red Square walking tour. St. Basil’s Cathedral (exterior)
Moscow Metro Bus & guide 10 hrs.

Day 5.

24 July,
Monday

Check out. Lunch. Transfer Departure

�
�
�
		

�

on TWIN/DBL sharing rooms
with breakfast.
English Speaking Guide.
Lunches x2.
A/con Minibus/Bus for Transfers
and Excursions according to program.
All visits and entrance fees in MOW.

Tour Price per person in a group in Euro/ USD
Hotel
Hotels 3* — «Beta», «Cosmos», «Slavia»/similar

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

455/550

365/440

325/390

315/380

105/125

Hotels 4* — «Holiday Inn», «Novotel», «Park Inn»/similar

590/710

515/620

485/585

480/575

210/250

Hotels 5* — «Sheraton», «Marriott»/similar

680/820

590/710

570/690

565/680

265/320

Moscow Tour Package

7 days/6 nights

Day 1.

20 July,
Tuesday

Arrival in Moscow. City tour. Lunch in city restaurant. Transfer
to the hotel. Check in. Bus & guide 6 hrs.

Day 2.

21 July,
Friday

09.00 — Meeting with guide. Departure to Zhukovsky (Moscow
area). Day at MAKS-2021 airshow till 18:00. Bus & guide 10 hrs.

Day 3.

22 July,
Saturday

09:00 — Meeting with guide. Departure to Zhukovsky (Moscow
area). Day at MAKS-2021 airshow till 18:00. Bus & guide 10 hrs.

Day 4.

23 July,
Sunday

10.00 — Kremlin (territory + cathedral). Lunch in the city. Red
Square walking tour. St. Basil’s Cathedral (exterior). Moscow
Metro Bus & guide 9 hrs.

Day 5.

24 July,
Monday

Arbat walking tour. Visit Izmailovo Kremlin. Lunch at Izmailovo.

Day 6.

25 July,
Tuesday

Visit to Poklonnaya Hill in Moscow with museum of aviation
and military vehicles under sky. Excursion to Museum of
Cosmonautics. Lunch. Free time.

Day 7.

26 July,
Wednesday

Check out. Lunch. Transfer Departure.

Price includes:
�
		
�
�
�
		
�

Accommodation in 3—4—5* Hotel
on TWIN/DBL sharing rooms.
English Speaking Guide.
Lunches x4.
A/con Minibus/Bus for Transfers
and Excursions according to program.
All visits and entrance fees in MOW.

Tour Price per person in a group in Euro/USD
Hotel

4

6

8

10+1

S.Suppl

Hotels 3* — «Beta», «Cosmos», «Slavia»/similar

635/765

480/580

450/540

440/530

130/155

Hotels 4* — «Holiday Inn», «Novotel», «Park Inn»/similar

795/960

655/790

640/770

630/760

275/330

Hotels 5* — «Sheraton», «Marriott»/similar

940/1135

820/990

805/970

800/965

445/535

Industrial Tourism
as Major Russian tourism trend
Modern tourists are not quite satisfied with the standard tourist range —
city tours, art galleries, or just sea beaches. They are increasingly seeking
for complex experiences, in particular to combine recreation with
cognitive goals. We offer such programs not only to groups of corporate
customers, but also to ordinary tour operators.
In addition to the classic MICE tourism, in which we are engaged more
than one year, we promote the so-called Industrial tourism. This is one
of the types of business tourism, which includes a visit to the production
of existing industrial companies; it offers visitors to witness the
production processes, to study the history and products of production,
as well as to participate in the production processes themselves.
This is an excellent tool for territory marketing. In our offers employees
of one enterprise visit the profile enterprise in Russia. The rest of the
tour days can be filled with a variety of programs, ranging from teambuilding up to guided sightseeing tours.

Among the most visited companies
in Moscow are the following:
Cosmetic Association «Svoboda» — the range of products has more
than 300 names of various properties and purpose of products .
Traditional and latest products of the Association deservedly in great
demand of Russian consumers. The company has its own Research
center, which unites seven specialized laboratories. The scientific center
carries out development and introduction in production of modern
cosmetic products.
«United confectioners holding» is the leader of the Russian confectionery
market. It unites 19 confectionery factories, including the famous Moscow
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enterprises: «Red October», «Confectionery Concern «Babaevsky», «ROTH
FRONT». In terms of sales, the holding occupies the 16th position in the
world ranking «Top Global-100» of the largest confectionery companies.
The products are exported to 45 countries. Enterprises produces all kinds
of confectionery: chocolate, chocolates in boxes, weighing candy, caramel,
toffee, marshmallow, waffles, cakes, jellies and Oriental sweets.
Factory for the production of ice cream «Clean line». During the
delicious and informative tour will be demonstrated the entire stage of
production of ice cream, which will end with tasting different varieties of
ice cream without restriction.
Moscow plant «Crystal» — the largest distillery in Russia. You will have
an excursion into the history of the plant, which to this day carefully
keeps the traditional recipe of Russian vodka. You will plunge into the
amazing atmosphere of vodka production, will be able to touch the old
equipment of the plant «Crystal». Firm tasting will help to consolidate
the knowledge about the national drink and learn to understand the
variety of flavors of vodka. You will be able to familiarize yourself with
a wide range of high-quality vodkas and other alcoholic products
manufactured by the factory «the Crystal».
«Moscow champagne factory» is one of the largest in Russia. Today,
the plant produces more than 10 brands of champagne, as well as still
wines and cognacs of different ages. Excursion to the plant – the whole
process of production with professional tastings of products.
Gzhel porcelain factory — enterprise for the production of traditional
porcelain with hand-painted cobalt. The technological process of
porcelain production is constantly being improved, but the painting
itself, as 200 years ago, is applied to the products by hand by talented
Gzhel masters, who pass on the secrets of their art. The plant is an
active popularizer of folk art, both in Russia and abroad. A tour of the
production can be combined with a master class.
Russian Helicopters is one of the world leaders in the helicopter industry,
the only developer and manufacturer of helicopters in Russia, as well
as one of the few companies in the world with the ability to design,
manufacture, test and maintain modern civil and military helicopters.
Black Caviar Factory (Tula Region, 3 hours by car from Moscow).
Fish-breeding enterprise «priokskoe» was established in 2014. The main
value of the company is the production of high quality caviar. The company
contains only the most valuable species of sturgeon. The use of modern
technologies ensures maximum control at every stage of production. It is
the combination of ecology and modernity that allows us to create a unique
taste of caviar. All products meet modern Russian and international quality
standards. Company is a modern technological base and eco-production
with qualified employees.

Kaliningrad (a Russian exclave
between Poland and Lithuania
on the Baltic Sea)
Kaliningrad Amber Combine today is the only enterprise in Russia and
the biggest one in the world which performs an industrial amber mining.
Annually the Amber combine produces some 300 tons of raw material.
The field reserves are estimated at 116 thousand tons. Since 2009 the
enterprise is among the best organizations of the tourist industry of
Kaliningrad Region.

Central Russian Region
Kostroma jewelry plant in the jewelry market since 1939. Not limited
to the tasks of mass production. The company supports and carefully
preserves their right to creativity. To date, the company produces 40
exclusive products per year. And it is really a single, unique product.
Yaroslavl majolica (folk handicraft) a unique workshop which offers
a wide range of exclusive products made in the technique of «majolica»
interior, gift, decorative and applied direction. At the international exhibition,
held in February 2008 in New York, American experts noted the company
«Majolica» as the only familiar working on such a complex technology.
Yaroslavl factory felt boots is one of the largest manufacturers of felted
shoes. More than 110 years on the Yaroslavl earth they make winter
felted boots. For the manufacture of the products uses high-quality wool
Romanov sheep breed characterized by exceptionally malkopoulou and
perfectly keeping heat.
Yaroslavl bell factory. These bells are ringing in churches across
Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan. They are not just tools for creating
special sound quality and exceptional purity. Bell is also a means to
communicate with God and men. They seem to draw his attention to the
events taking place in the church.

We invite you to join
our Business tourism niche
you will for sure find a grain
of truth in it. «Spectrum»
is the accredited partner
of Moscow export center
for the promotion of Moscow
manufacturers goods.

Factory « Rostov Finift»(folk handicraft). Painting on enamel, being a
very complicated decorative art, has always been esteemed on a par
with precious stones. Finift’ technique is used for creating jewelry, icons,
miniature portraits, coats of arms, and other luxury. Painting on enamel
boasts literally everlasting purity, luster and transparency of colours. It is
not subjected, unlike other kinds of painting, to ruinous impact of light,
dirtying, and moist and temperature differences.

St. Petersburg
Russkie samotsvety (Russian Gems) one of the largest and oldest
jewelry enterprises in Russia. Thanks to the high craftsmanship of the
jewelers of the company Russian Samotsvety, honed for many years,
beautiful jewelry with diamonds made of precious metals appears. All
materials used to create jewelry are subject to strict input control at the
factory, so that the final version of the product is not only attractive in
terms of external characteristics, but also perfect in quality.
Imperial Porcelain Manufactory (St. Petersburg). The manufactory’s
history has been inseparable from the history of Russia for 270 years.
The manufactory producers the ceremonial sets and interior items
which decorate the residences of the President of Russia, those of
the heads of foreign states. Some of the articles are exhibited in major
museum collections of the world and represent a part of the world
treasury of decorative and applied arts. Nowadays the IPM assortment
is represented by 4000 articles according to their shapes and paintings:
articles made of hard-paste porcelain and thin-walled bone china,
sets and souvenirs, vases, genre and animalistic sculpture, decorative
plaques for interior design and museum replicas.
St. Petersburg Tractor Plant traces its history to 19th century. In 1962
the plant assembled the first legendary tractors K-700 Kirovets, in
1975 — the first K-701, and since 2000 — tractors of a new generation
K-744. During 40 years of the plant’s operation, over 467000 tractors
under the brand Kirovets have rolled off its assembly lines. Over the last
years the plant has become one of the largest producer of agricultural
machinery in Russia and its products have been recognized not only in
Russia but also on the international market.
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Admiralty Shipyard is one of the oldest shipbuilding companies in
Russia, and the first industrial plant in St. Petersburg. Today it is the main
production center of non-atomic submarines in Russia. At the present the
shipyards are successfully carrying out a number of contracts for national
and foreign customers. A series of patrol ice-breakers and three series of
submarines for foreign Navy and the Russian Navy are under construction.
Petrostal Metallurgical Plant is one of the oldest metallurgical and
machine-building enterprises in Russia. At present, company supplies
steel bars for Russian and foreign engineering enterprises, as well as
construction and transport industries. Among its customers, there are
a lot of the large Russian enterprises: AvtoVAZ, KAMAZ, GAZ, etc, they
export almost half of our products.

Ural Region
Chelyabinsk Pipe Plantis a leading Russian producer of welded and
seamless steel tubes & pipes for the Russian oil & gas industry and a
variety of other industries in Russia. ChelPipe produces welded and
seamless steel pipe products for application in the oil and gas industry
and a variety of other industries, including equipment manufacturing,
construction, power-generation, chemicals and petrochemicals,
automotive, aviation and aerospace.
Chelyabinsk Compressor Plant is one of the leading Russian
manufacturers of compressed air. Company’s main approach implies
complex solution of the challenge to build compressed air supply systems
with regards to the specific character of the customer’s site. Such approach
secures reasonable selection of the components from the point of view
of energy- and cost efficiency of production. Company’s manufacturing
complex is equipped with the up-to-date equipment. Laser technological
complex «BYSTAR 4020» secures high cutting accuracy with no limitation
to geometrical complexity and minimal metal deformation.
Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works is one of the world’s largest steel
producers and a leading Russian metals company. The company’s
operations in Russia include a large steel producing complex
encompassing the entire production chain, from preparation of iron
ore to downstream processing of rolled steel. MMK turns out a broad
range of steel products with a predominant share of high-value-added
products. In 2017 MMK Group produced 12,9 million tons of crude steel
and 11,6 million tons of commercial steel products.

As you may clearly
understand we have given
only a small part of examples
of Industrial Tourism visits
so that you could create an
idea of what it might be in
Russia. Visit to the company
of almost any profile can be
organized by us and added
by any kind of tourist or teambuilding program..

Industrial package tour
as Study Tour for University students
Industrial Tourism package as Study Tour for students should be
considered primarily. First of all such tours is Practice which is
curriculum’s obligatory component of every student. In the course of
Entrepreneurship — this course is a very broad one and in fact can be
studied on the basis of every industry branch — students study the
Process of production/Manufacturing , which can be in Food industry,
in Machinery, in Pharmacy etc. — no matter what industry.
Simultaneously they study the whole complex of questions connected
with the Process of production : Quality Control, Supply Chain
Management etc. In case students study something particular and not
general, for example Oil, Gas, MetalIndustry et. then they have to visit
particular enterprise from particular field, such enterprises you cannot
find in Moscow and have to go to Ural or others parts of Russia.

Industrial package tour
for University students (Moscow)
5 days/4 nights
Day1.

First day itinerary depends on your flight details. Arrival in Moscow. Meeting
with guide. Transfer to the hotel. Check in. Dinner.

Day 2.

Breakfast. Educational visit to Moscow University (chosen faculty- depends on
group’s field of education — meeting with students, attendance at seminar/
lecture, special lecture for the group).
Lunch in a student canteen.
Red Square walking Tour. Moscow metro tour. Back to the hotel.
Dinner in the hotel.
Optional: Visit to Moscow Circus with performance — from 25 $/pax + transfer
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Day 3.

Breakfast. Visit to Moscow Enterprise (choice depends on group’s field of
education/future profession). See manufacturing, get information about
Quality Control and Supply Chain Management from enterprise, meet and talk
with company employees and management.
Lunch in a city restaurant.
Free time. Shopping. Back to the hotel.
Dinner in the hotel.

Day 4.

Breakfast. Acquaintance with Moscow. Panoramic tour of Moscow: The
Novo-Devichiy Convent, Moscow State University, Church of St. Christ. Stop at
Sparrow Hills.
Lunch in a city restaurant.
Excursion to Kremlin territory, the official residence of Russian President and
back to the hotel.
Dinner in the hotel.
Optional: Visit to Moscow theatre – from 35$/pax + transfer

Day 5.

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.



Tour Price per person in Euro
Hotel

15+1

20+1

25+1

S.Suppl

Hotel 3* Izmailovo Gamma/similar

405

380

370

85

Package includes:
� Accommodation in 3* hotel
 � Airport transfer and all-days transport support (6 hours ).
 � English-speaking guide.
 � Meals — FB — Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinners according to the program.
 � Excursions according to the program with entrance fee to museums.
 � Education/Special Program according to the program.
 � Bus & guide 6 hrs.
Package excludes:
 � International flights.
 � Visa processing fee.
 � Porterage service (at hotel, at airport).

Farm Vacations in Russia
This special tour will present to guests an opportunity to know Russian
culture and find its soul. The clean air, picturesque landscapes, unique
rural atmosphere, hospitable farmer owners… If you are eager to escape
a big noisy city and discover real Russian spirit then you’ve come to the
right place.
Agritours normally vary from one-day trip to 4—5 days stay at the Farm.
One day trip can be represented by such activities as horseback riding
tours, walking tours of woods/meadows, berry- and mushroom picking,
lake/river swimming, fishing etc. While you are several days on a Farm,
there is a possibility to enjoy Russian cuisine made of own farm products,
to make some national souvenirs, to learn how to milk a cow/ goat, to
weed a garden bed, to grind the grain, to cut hay, how to use Russian
bath properly and to make bath brooms etc. Russian farmstays include
everything from educational activities to home-cooked meals. That will
be for sure the perfect family-friendly adventure and you’ll fully enjoy
great Russian nature.

Eco Farm in Potapovo.
Luxury holidays near Moscow
Located in the quiet village of Potapovo120 km from the city centre
of Moscow.
Two guest houses with a covered arcade between them are
designed in keeping the best traditions of Alpine farms. Farm is located
on the 20 hectares (about 49,5 acres) of private and secure territory.
Two beautiful lakes are just five minutes away from the Farm, and right
outside the farm there are vast woods and fields.
Houses/rooms are furnished with only natural materials. Farm style
is combined with maximum convenience, cozy atmosphere of the
bedroom will offer you relaxing atmosphere far away from rush of big
city. The rooms here are individually decorated in neutral colours and
are equipped with plasma TV, air-conditioning, safe box, mini-bar and
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WI-FI. The bathroom has heated floor, hairdryer and toiletry. From each
window there is a wonderful view on field for polo or apple trees garden.
The Farm keeps lots of animals and poultry: cows, calves, sheep, horses,
pigs, rabbits, ducks, geese, guinea fowls and many others. For them
special cow and poultry houses are built, dairy pastures, and paddocks
as well as potable and waterfowl ponds. The employees will be glad
to give you a tour around the farm. Meeting the animals and learning
about their daily life on the farm will give you a plenty of wonderful
impressions and positive emotions.

Package excludes:
 � Accommodation.
 � FB meals (products from own farm).
 � Wi-Fi.
 � Safe box.
 � Swimming pool.
 � Sauna.
 � Children playground.
 � Cinema hall.
 � Rent of sport items.
 � Guarded parking.

There are also special warm stables for polo ponies.The stables are
supplemented with rooms for sports equipment, dressing rooms, toilets
and showers as well as a small dining room and comfortable bedrooms
for grooms and sportsmen.
Price from 140 EURO p.p. per day (standart room)

Bogdarnya
Agricultural Tourist Complex
Is located 120 km east of Moscow on the right bank of the Klyazma River in
the ecological zone of forests among summer houses on the way to some
of the main attractions of the Golden Ring tourist itinerary.
Bogdarnya Agricultural Tourist Complex includes livestock breeding
complex, cheese factory and an agro-farm with a hotel and facilities for active
leisure in the countryside. The founders and the owners of the farm are John
Kopiski (Englishman) and his Russian wife Nina. «Bogdarnya» means «the
gift of God». The motto of the Kopiskis is «Our House is Your House» and the
family is doing its best for the guests to make them feel like at home.
Tourist Complex offers several ways of accommodation both in Hotel and
in Guest houses. In hotel there are total 19 rooms, which means hotel can
cater for 19 singles; or 19 Couples, or 13 singles/couples and 6 families. This
being due to the fact that 6 rooms are «family rooms» where there is an
adjioung open room, for the children — albeit WC/shower being shared
with the parents. It is stressed that there are no TVs in the rooms. Rooms
are not air-conditioned, but the hotel is fully in insulated and in summer
rooms retain coolness, and in winter warmth due to the main benefit of
wooden structures. All windows have screens. All bedrooms are individually
furnished, with many original antique furniture and works of Russian art.
Complex can provide active and relaxing outdoor activities by letting
tourists see the real life of Russian peasants: tours to the countryside in
horse-drawn carriages, horse riding, cycling, catamaran rafting on the
Klyazma River, hiking, folk games, training in archery and air rifle shooting,
excursions to the dairy farm and the cheese factory. All complex grounds
being available 24/7 to guests. Special service is photo-shoots in Russian
costumes during picnic in surrounding water meadows or in horse drawn
carriage with samovar etc. One more special service: sit with the instructor
and paint your own souvenir — a Russian matreshka doll .
One can always have lunch and dinner in the local café and taste meals
made of own dairy products. All soups are farm made and home cooking.
Breads and pastries made in our own ovens. Fruit juices farm made from
forest berries on those harvested on the complex.
The Farm. There are 4000 animals. Every day not less than 1650 cows
milking yielding 50 tons a day of milk.Today the Farm process over 5 tons
a day of milk into an assorted of soft French type cheeses; semi hard and
hard cheeses
Price from 35 euro p.p. per day (standart room).

Package excludes:
 � Accommodation.
 � Everyday breakfast.
 � Rent of sports equipment.
 � Free round tour.
 � Wi-Fi.
 � Free extra bed for kids under 12 y.o.
 � Use of bathrobes, slippers,
		

additional towels, sewing kit.

� Provision of boiling water,


		

one set of tableware.

8, Strastnoi blvd., Moscow, 125009 Russia
Tel. +7 (495) 99-58-999 www.spectrum-russia.com

